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Important Safety Information
Most accidents that involve product operation, maintenance and repair are caused by failure to observe
basic safety rules or precautions. An accident can often be avoided by recognizing potentially hazardous
situations before an accident occurs. A person must be alert to potential hazards. This person should also
have the necessary training, skills and tools to perform these functions properly.

Improper operation, lubrication, maintenance or repair of this product can be dangerous and
could result in injury or death.
Do not operate or perform any lubrication, maintenance or repair on this product, until you have
read and understood the operation, lubrication, maintenance and repair information.
Safety precautions and warnings are provided in this manual and on the product. If these hazard warnings
are not heeded, bodily injury or death could occur to you or to other persons.

The hazards are identified by the “Safety Alert Symbol” and followed by a “Signal Word” such as
“DANGER”, “WARNING” or “CAUTION”. The Safety Alert “WARNING” label is shown below.

The meaning of this safety alert symbol is as follows:

Attention! Become Alert! Your Safety is Involved.
The message that appears under the warning explains the hazard and can be either written or pictorially
presented.

Operations that may cause product damage are identified by “NOTICE” labels on the product and in
this publication.

Caterpillar cannot anticipate every possible circumstance that might involve a potential hazard.
The warnings in this publication and on the product are, therefore, not all inclusive. If a tool,
procedure, work method or operating technique that is not specifically recommended by Caterpillar
is used, you must satisfy yourself that it is safe for you and for others. You should also ensure that
the product will not be damaged or be made unsafe by the operation, lubrication, maintenance or
repair procedures that you choose.
The information, specifications, and illustrations in this publication are on the basis of information that
was available at the time that the publication was written. The specifications, torques, pressures,
measurements, adjustments, illustrations, and other items can change at any time. These changes can
affect the service that is given to the product. Obtain the complete and most current information before you
start any job. Caterpillar dealers have the most current information available. For a list of the most current
publication form numbers available, see the Service Manual Contents Microfiche, REG1139F.

When replacement parts are required for this
product Caterpillar recommends using Caterpil-
lar replacement parts or parts with equivalent
specifications including, but not limited to, phys-
ical dimensions, type, strength and material.

Failure to heed this warning can lead to prema-
ture failures, product damage, personal injury or
death.
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Foreword

Foreword
Literature Information
This manual should be stored in the operator’s
compartment in the literature holder or seat back
literature storage area.

This manual contains safety information, operation
instructions, transportation information, lubrication
information and maintenance information.

Some photographs or illustrations in this publication
show details or attachments that can be different
from your machine. Guards and covers might have
been removed for illustrative purposes.

Continuing improvement and advancement of
product design might have caused changes to your
machine which are not included in this publication.
Read, study and keep this manual with the machine.

Whenever a question arises regarding your machine,
or this publication, please consult your Caterpillar
dealer for the latest available information.

Safety
The safety section lists basic safety precautions. In
addition, this section identifies the text and locations
of warning signs and labels used on the machine.

Read and understand the basic precautions listed
in the safety section before operating or performing
lubrication, maintenance and repair on this machine.

Operation
The operation section is a reference for the new
operator and a refresher for the experienced
operator. This section includes a discussion of
gauges, switches, machine controls, attachment
controls, transportation and towing information.

Photographs and illustrations guide the operator
through correct procedures of checking, starting,
operating and stopping the machine.

Operating techniques outlined in this publication are
basic. Skill and techniques develop as the operator
gains knowledge of the machine and its capabilities.

Maintenance
The maintenance section is a guide to equipment
care. The Maintenance Interval Schedule (MIS) lists
the items to be maintained at a specific service
interval. Items without specific intervals are listed
under the "When Required" service interval. The
Maintenance Interval Schedule lists the page
number for the step-by-step instructions required to
accomplish the scheduled maintenance. Use the
Maintenance Interval Schedule as an index or "one
safe source" for all maintenance procedures.

Maintenance Intervals

Use the service hour meter to determine servicing
intervals. Calendar intervals shown (daily, weekly,
monthly, etc.) can be used instead of service hour
meter intervals if they provide more convenient
servicing schedules and approximate the indicated
service hour meter reading. Recommended service
should always be performed at the interval that
occurs first.

Under extremely severe, dusty or wet operating
conditions, more frequent lubrication than is
specified in the maintenance intervals chart might
be necessary.

Perform service on items at multiples of the original
requirement. For example, at every 500 service
hours or 3 months, also service those items listed
under every 250 service hours or monthly and every
10 service hours or daily.

California Proposition 65 Warning
Diesel engine exhaust and some of its constituents
are known to the State of California to cause cancer,
birth defects, and other reproductive harm.

Battery posts, terminals and related accessories
contain lead and lead compounds. Wash hands
after handling.

Certified Engine Maintenance
Proper maintenance and repair is essential to keep
the engine and machine systems operating correctly.
As the heavy duty off-road diesel engine owner, you
are responsible for the performance of the required
maintenance listed in the Owner Manual, Operation
and Maintenance Manual, and Service Manual.
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It is prohibited for any person engaged in the
business of repairing, servicing, selling, leasing, or
trading engines or machines to remove, alter, or
render inoperative any emission related device or
element of design installed on or in an engine or
machine that is in compliance with the regulations
(40 CFR Part 89). Certain elements of the machine
and engine such as the exhaust system, fuel system,
electrical system, intake air system and cooling
system may be emission related and should not be
altered unless approved by Caterpillar.

Machine Capacity
Additional attachments or modifications may exceed
machine design capacity which can adversely affect
performance characteristics. Included would be
stability and system certifications such as brakes,
steering, and rollover protective structures (ROPS).
Contact your Caterpillar dealer for further information.

Caterpillar Product Identification
Number
Effective First Quarter 2001 the Caterpillar Product
Identification Number (PIN) has changed from 8 to 17
characters. In an effort to provide uniform equipment
identification, Caterpillar and other construction
equipment manufacturers are moving to comply
with the latest version of the product identification
numbering standard. Non-road machine PINs are
defined by ISO 10261. The new PIN format will apply
to all Caterpillar machines and generator sets. The
PIN plates and frame marking will display the 17
character PIN. The new format will look like the
following:

g00751314Illustration 1

Where:

1. Caterpillar’s World Manufacturing Code
(characters 1-3)

2. Machine Descriptor (characters 4-8)

3. Check Character (character 9)

4. Machine Indicator Section (MIS) or Product
Sequence Number (characters 10-17). These were
previously referred to as the Serial Number.

Machines and generator sets produced before First
Quarter 2001 will maintain their 8 character PIN
format.

Components such as engines, transmissions, axles,
etc. and work tools will continue to use an 8 character
Serial Number (S/N).
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Safety Signs and Labels

Safety Section
i01318836

Safety Signs and Labels
SMCS Code: 7000; 7405

Note: The use of the front fenders as steps is not
recommended.

There are several specific warning signs on this
machine. The exact location of the hazards and
the description of the hazards are reviewed in this
section. Please become familiarized with all warning
signs.

Make sure that all of the warning signs are legible.
Clean the warning signs or replace the warning signs
if you cannot read the words. Replace the illustrations
if the illustrations are not legible. When you clean the
warning signs, use a cloth, water and soap. Do not
use solvent, gasoline, or other harsh chemicals to
clean the safety signs. Solvents, gasoline, or harsh
chemicals could loosen the adhesive that secures the
warning sign. Loose adhesive will allow the warning
sign to fall.

Replace any safety sign that is damaged, or missing.
If a safety sign is attached to a part that is replaced,
install a safety sign on the replacement part. Any
Caterpillar dealer can provide new safety signs.

No Clearance

g00698350Illustration 2

This warning label is positioned on the machine at
the center pivot.

No clearance for person in this area whenmachine
turns. Severe injury or death from crushing could
occur.

Pressurized System

g00698432Illustration 3

The warning is positioned on the access panel on
the top of the hood.

Pressurized system: Hot coolant can cause seri-
ous burn. To open cap, stop engine, wait until ra-
diator is cool. Then loosen cap slowly to relieve
the pressure.

Batteries

g00698354Illustration 4

The warning is positioned on the access doors for the
batteries on the left and right side of the machine.

Improper jumper cable connections can cause ex-
plosion resulting in personal injury. Batteries may
be located in separate compartments, always con-
nect positive (+) cable to positive (+) terminal of
battery connected to starter solenoid and negative
(−) cable from external source to engine block or
frame.
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General Hazard Information

Battery

g00698353Illustration 5

The label is located on the battery.

DANGER/POISON

Shield eyes, Explosive gases. Can cause blind-
ness or injury.

No sparks, flames or smoking.

Sulfuric Acid can cause blindness or severe
burns.

FLUSH EYES IMMEDIATELY WITH WATER. Get
medical help fast.

Keep out of reach of children. Contains sulfuric
acid. For medical emergency in USA or Canada
contact: 800-458-5924, other countries contact:
303-893-1322.

i01314888

General Hazard Information
SMCS Code: 7000

g00037327Illustration 6

Before you service the machine or before you repair
the machine, attach a “Do Not Operate” warning tag
or a similar warning tag to the start switch or to the
controls. These warning tags Special Instruction,
SEHS7332 are available from your Caterpillar dealer.

Know the width of your equipment in order to maintain
proper clearance near fences, boundary obstacles,
etc.

Wear a hard hat, protective glasses and other
protective equipment in order to accommodate job
conditions.

Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry that can catch
the machine.

Ensure that all protective guards and all covers are
secured in place on the machine.

Keep the machine free from foreign material. Check
the deck, the walkways and the steps. Remove
debris, oil, tools and other items.

Secure all loose items that are not a part of the
machine. Secure lunch boxes, tools and other items.

Know the appropriate work site hand signals. Also,
know the personnel that are authorized to give the
hand signals. Accept signals from one person only.

Do not smoke when you service an air conditioner.
Also, do not smoke if refrigerant gas may be present.
Inhaling the fumes that are emitted from a flame that
contacts air conditioner refrigerant can cause bodily
harm or death. Inhaling gas from air conditioner
refrigerant through a lighted cigarette can cause
bodily harm or death.
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General Hazard Information

Never put maintenance fluids into glass containers.
Drain all liquids into a suitable container.

When you discard liquids, obey all local regulations.

Use all cleaning solutions with care.

Report all necessary repairs.

Do not allow unauthorized personnel on the machine.

Unless you are instructed otherwise, perform the
maintenance with the following conditions:

• The machine is parked on level ground.

• The work tool controls are in HOLD position.

• The direction control lever is in NEUTRAL position.

• The parking brake is engaged.

• Lower the loader bucket until the loader bucket
exerts a slight downward pressure onto the ground.

• The steering frame lock link is in the locked
position.

• The engine is stopped.

• The engine start switch in the OFF position and
the key is removed.

• The disconnect switch (if equipped) is in the OFF
position and the key is removed.

Pressure Air
Pressure air can cause personal injury. When
pressure air is used for cleaning, wear a protective
face shield, protective clothing and protective shoes.

The maximum air pressure must be below 205 kPa
(30 psi) for cleaning purposes.

Trapped Pressure
Pressure can be trapped in a hydraulic system.
Trapped pressure can cause sudden machine
movement or sudden work tool movement. Use
caution if you disconnect hydraulic lines or fittings.
High pressure oil that is released can cause a hose to
whip. High pressure oil that is released can cause oil
to spray. Fluid penetration can cause serious injury
and possible death.

Fluid Penetration
When you check for a leak, use a board or cardboard.
Leaking fluid that is under pressure can penetrate
body tissue. Fluid penetration can cause serious
injury and possible death. A pin hole leak can cause
severe injury. If fluid is injected into your skin, you
must obtain treatment immediately. Seek treatment
from a doctor that is familiar with this type of injury.

Asbestos Information
Caterpillar equipment and replacement parts that
are shipped from Caterpillar are asbestos free.
Caterpillar recommends the use of only genuine
Caterpillar replacement parts. If any replacement
parts that contain asbestos are used, the following
guidelines should be used in handling these parts
and asbestos debris.

Use caution. Avoid inhaling dust that might be
generated when you handle components that contain
asbestos fibers. If this dust is inhaled, it can be
hazardous to your health. The components that may
contain asbestos fibers are brake pads, brake bands,
lining material, clutch plates, and some gaskets. The
asbestos that is used in these components is usually
bound in a resin or sealed in some way. The handling
of asbestos is not hazardous, unless airborne dust
that contains asbestos is generated.

If dust which can contain asbestos is present, there
are several guidelines that should be followed:

• Never use compressed air for cleaning.

• Avoid sweeping materials that contain asbestos.

• Also avoid grinding materials that contain asbestos.

• Use a wet method in order to clean up asbestos
materials.

• You may also use a vacuum that is equipped with
a highly efficient filter that cleans particulate air.

• Use exhaust ventilation on permanent machining
jobs.

• Wear an approved respirator if there is no other
way to control the dust.

• Comply with applicable rules and regulations for
the work place. In the USA, use Occupational
Safety and Health Administration requirements.
These OSHA requirements can be found in “29
CFR 1910.1001”.

• Obey environmental rules for the disposal of
asbestos and environmental regulations for the
disposal of asbestos.
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Crushing Prevention and Cutting Prevention

• Stay away from areas that might have asbestos
particles in the air.

i01277674

Crushing Prevention and
Cutting Prevention
SMCS Code: 7000

g00677760Illustration 7

Connect the steering frame lock link between the
front frame and the rear frame before you perform
any of the following procedures.

• Lifting the machine

• Transporting the machine on another vehicle

• Performing service near the center of the machine

Support the equipment properly when you work
beneath the equipment. Do not depend on the
hydraulic cylinders to hold up the equipment. An
attachment can fall if a control is moved, or if a
hydraulic line breaks.

Unless you are instructed otherwise, never attempt
adjustments while the machine is moving. Also, never
attempt adjustments while the engine is running.

Whenever there are attachment control linkages,
the clearance in the linkage area will increase or
the clearance in the linkage area will decrease with
movement of the attachment.

Stay clear of all rotating parts and all moving parts.

Keep objects away from moving fan blades. The
fan blade will throw objects or the fan blade will cut
objects.

Do not use a kinked wire cable or a frayed wire cable.
Wear gloves when you handle wire cable.

When you strike a retainer pin with force, the retainer
pin can fly out. The loose retainer pin can injure
personnel. Make sure that the area is clear of people
when you strike a retainer pin.

In order to avoid injury to your eyes, Wear protective
glasses when you strike a retainer pin.

Chips or other debris can fly off objects when you
strike the objects. Ensure that an injury will not occur
from flying debris before you hit any object.

i01039360

Burn Prevention
SMCS Code: 7000

Coolant
When the engine is at operating temperature, the
engine coolant is hot and the engine coolant is under
pressure. The radiator and all lines to the heaters
or to the engine contain hot coolant or steam. Any
contact with hot coolant or with steam can cause
severe burns.

Only check the coolant level after the engine has
been stopped. Make sure that the radiator cap is
cool before you remove the radiator cap with your
bare hand. Remove the radiator cap slowly in order
to relieve pressure.

Cooling system conditioner contains alkali. Alkali can
cause personal injury. Do not allow alkali to contact
the skin, the eyes, or the mouth.

Allow cooling system components to cool before you
drain the cooling system.

Oils
Hot oil and hot components can cause personal
injury. Do not allow hot oil or hot components to
contact the skin.

When the hydraulic system is at operating
temperature, the hydraulic oil is hot and the hydraulic
oil is under pressure.

Make sure that the hydraulic tank filler cap is cool
before you remove the hydraulic tank filler cap with
your bare hand. Remove the hydraulic tank filler cap
slowly in order to relieve pressure.

Relieve all pressure in the air system, in the
oil system, in the fuel system, or in the cooling
system before you disconnect any lines, fittings,
accumulators, or related items.
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Fire Prevention and Explosion Prevention

Batteries
Batteries give off flammable fumes which can
explode.

Do not smoke while you are observing the battery
electrolyte levels.

Electrolyte is an acid. Electrolyte can cause personal
injury. Do not allow electrolyte to contact the skin or
the eyes.

Always wear protective glasses when you work on
batteries.

i01338108

Fire Prevention and Explosion
Prevention
SMCS Code: 7000

All fuels, most lubricants, and some coolant mixtures
are flammable.

Fuel that is leaking, fuel that is spilled onto hot
surfaces, and fuel that is spilled onto electrical
components can cause a fire.

Do not smoke while you refuel or while you are in a
refueling area.

Do not smoke in battery charging areas or in areas
that are used to store flammable material.

Batteries can be installed in separate compartments.
When you use jump start cables, always connect the
positive “(+)” cable to the positive “(+)” terminal of
the battery that is connected to the starter solenoid.
Connect the negative “(−)” cable from the external
source to the negative “(−)” terminal of the starter.

Note: If the starter is not equipped with a negative
“(−)” terminal, connect the cable to the engine block.

See the Operation Section of this manual for specific
starting instructions.

Clean all electrical connections and tighten all
electrical connections. Check the electrical wires
daily for loose wires or for frayed wires. Tighten all
loose wires before you operate the machine. Repair
all frayed wires before you operate the machine.

Store all fuels and lubricants in properly marked
containers and away from all unauthorized persons.

Store all oily rags or other flammable material in a
protective container.

Do not weld pipes that contain flammable fluids or
tubes that contain flammable fluids. Do not flame
cut pipes that contain flammable fluids or tubes that
contain flammable fluids. Clean the pipes or tubes
thoroughly with nonflammable solvent before you
weld the pipes or tubes or you flame cut the pipes
or tubes.

Remove all flammable materials (fuel, oil, debris,
etc) before the flammable materials accumulate on
the machine.

Do not expose the machine to flames or to brush that
is burning.

Shields protect hot exhaust components from oil
spray or fuel spray. Make sure that the shields are
installed correctly in case a line, a tube, or a seal fails.

Fire Extinguisher
Make sure that a fire extinguisher is on the
machine. Make sure that you are familiar with the
operation of the fire extinguisher. Inspect the fire
extinguisher and service the fire extinguisher. Obey
the recommendations on the instruction plate.

Ether
Do not spray ether into an engine when you use
thermal starting aid to start the engine.

Ether is poisonous and flammable. Inhaling ether
vapors can cause personal injury. Do not allow ether
to contact your skin repeatedly. Use ether only in well
ventilated areas. Do not smoke while you replace
ether cylinders. Use ether carefully to avoid fires.
Do not store ether cylinders in living areas or in the
operator’s compartment.

Do not store ether cylinders in direct sunlight or at
temperatures above 40°C (102°F). Discard ether
cylinders in an approved place. Do not puncture ether
cylinders. Do not burn ether cylinders. Keep ether
cylinders out of the reach of unauthorized personnel.

Lines, Tubes and Hoses
Do not bend high pressure lines. Do not strike high
pressure lines. Do not install bent lines, bent tubes, or
bent hoses. Do not install damaged lines, damaged
tubes, or damaged hoses.

Repair loose lines, loose tubes, and loose hoses.
Repair damaged lines, damaged tubes, and
damaged hoses. Leaks can cause fires. See your
Caterpillar dealer for repair or for replacement parts.
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Fire Extinguisher Location

Check lines, tubes and hoses carefully. Do not use
your bare hand to check for leaks. Use a board or
cardboard to check for leaks. See Operation and
Maintenance Manual, “Fluid Penetration” for more
details. Tighten all connections to the recommended
torque.

Replace the parts if any of the following conditions
are present:

• The end fittings are damaged or leaking.

• The outer covering is chafed or cut.

• The wire shield is exposed.

• The outer covering is ballooning locally.

• The flexible part of the hose is kinked or crushed.

• The armoring is embedded in the outer cover.

• The end fittings are displaced.

Make sure that all clamps, guards, and heat shields
are installed correctly. During machine operation, this
will help to prevent vibration, rubbing against other
parts, and excessive heat.

i01324084

Fire Extinguisher Location
SMCS Code: 7000; 7419

Make sure that a fire extinguisher is on the
machine. Make sure that you are familiar with the
operation of the fire extinguisher. Inspect the fire
extinguisher and service the fire extinguisher. Obey
the recommendations on the instruction plate.

g00700617Illustration 8

Mount the fire extinguisher to the front fender on the
left side of the machine. This is the recommended
location. Weld a bracket or bolt a bracket to the
angled face of the fender. The fire extinguisher
should be placed in the center of the fender.

i01348406

Tire Information
SMCS Code: 4200; 7000

Explosions of air inflated tires have resulted from
heat-induced gas combustion inside the tires.
Explosions can be caused by heat that is generated
by welding, by heating rim components, by external
fire, or by excessive use of brakes.

A tire explosion is much more violent than a
blowout. The explosion can propel the tire, the rim
components, and the axle components as far as
500 m (1500 ft) or more from the machine. Both the
force of the explosion and the flying debris can cause
property damage, personal injury, or death.

g00337832Illustration 9
(A) At least 15 m (50 ft)
(B) At least 500 m (1500 ft)

Do not approach a warm tire. Maintain a minimum
distance, as shown. Stay outside the shaded area
in Illustration 9.

Dry nitrogen gas is recommended for inflation of tires.
If the tires were originally inflated with air, nitrogen
is still preferred for adjusting the pressure. Nitrogen
mixes properly with air.

Nitrogen inflated tires reduce the potential of
a tire explosion because nitrogen does not aid
combustion. Nitrogen helps to prevent oxidation of
the rubber, deterioration of rubber, and corrosion of
rim components.
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Electrical Storm Injury Prevention

To avoid overinflation, proper nitrogen inflation
equipment and training in the usage of the equipment
are necessary. A tire blowout or a rim failure can
result from improper equipment or from misused
equipment.

When you inflate a tire, stand behind the tread and
use a self-attaching chuck.

Servicing tires and rims can be dangerous. Only
trained personnel that use proper tools and proper
procedures should perform this maintenance. If
correct procedures are not used for servicing tires
and rims, the assemblies could burst with explosive
force. This explosive force can cause serious
personal injury or death. Carefully obey the specific
instructions from your tire dealer.

i01122596

Electrical Storm Injury
Prevention
SMCS Code: 7000

When lightning is striking in the vicinity of the
machine, the operator should never attempt the
following procedures:

• Mount the machine.

• Dismount the machine.

If you are in the operator’s station during an electrical
storm, stay in the operator’s station. If you are on the
ground during an electrical storm, stay away from
the vicinity of the machine.

i00057874

Mounting and Dismounting
SMCS Code: 7000

• Get on the machine only at locations that are
equipped with steps and/or handholds. Get off the
machine only at locations that are equipped with
steps and/or handholds.

• Before you get on the machine, clean the steps
and the handholds. Inspect the stairs and the
handholds. Make all necessary repairs.

g00037367Illustration 10

• Face the machine whenever you get on the
machine and whenever you get off the machine.

• Maintain a three-point contact with the steps and
handholds.

Note: Three-point contact can be two feet and one
hand. Three-point contact can also be one foot and
two hands.

• Do not get on a moving machine. Do not get off
a moving machine.

• Never jump off the machine.

• Do not try to get on the machine if you are carrying
tools or supplies. Do not try to get off the machine
if you are carrying tools or supplies. Use a hand
line to pull equipment onto the platform.

• Do not use any controls as handholds when you
enter the operator’s compartment or when you exit
the operator’s compartment.

Alternate Exit
Machines that are equipped with cabs have alternate
exits. For additional information, see Operation and
Maintenance Manual, “Alternate Exit”.
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Before Starting Engine

i01260223

Before Starting Engine
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

g00670548Illustration 11

Make sure that the steering frame lock link is placed
in the STORED position. The steering frame lock link
must be removed in order to steer the machine.

Start the engine only from the operator’s
compartment. Never short across the starter
terminals or across the batteries. Shorting could
bypass the engine neutral start system. Shorting
could also damage the electrical system.

Inspect the condition of the seat belt and the condition
of the mounting hardware. Replace any damaged
parts or worn parts. Regardless of appearance,
replace the seat belt after three years of use. Do not
use an extension for a seat belt on a retractable seat
belt.

Adjust the seat so that full pedal travel can be
achieved. Make sure that the operator’s back is
against the back of the seat.

Make sure that the machine is equipped with a
lighting system that is adequate for the job conditions.
Ensure that all lights are in proper working condition.

Make sure that there are no personnel in the area
before you start the engine. Make sure that there
are no personnel in the area before you move the
machine. Make sure that there are no personnel on
the machine, underneath the machine, or around the
machine.

i01327825

Engine Starting
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

If a warning tag is attached to the start switch or to
the controls, do not start the engine. Also, do not
move any controls.

Move all hydraulic controls to the HOLD position
before you start the engine.

Move the direction control lever to the NEUTRAL
position.

Engage the parking brake.

Diesel engine exhaust contains products of
combustion which can be harmful to your health.
Always start the engine in a well ventilated area.
Always operate the engine in a well ventilated area.
If you are in an enclosed area, vent the exhaust to
the outside.

i01154529

Before Operating Machine
SMCS Code: 7000

Clear all personnel from the machine and from the
area.

Clear all obstacles from the path of the machine.
Beware of hazards such as wires, ditches, etc.

Make sure that all windows are clean. Secure the
doors in the open position or in the shut position.
Secure the windows in the open position or in the
shut position.

For the best vision of the area that is close to the
machine, adjust the rear view mirrors (if equipped).

Make sure that the machine horn, the backup alarm
(if equipped) and all other warning devices are
working properly.

Fasten the seat belt securely.

i01337056

Machine Operation
SMCS Code: 7000

Only operate the machine while you are in a seat.
The seat belt must be fastened while you operate the
machine. Only operate the controls while the engine
is running.
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Machine Parking

While you operate the machine slowly in an open
area, check for proper operation of all controls and all
protective devices.

Before you move the machine, you must make sure
that no one will be endangered.

Do not allow riders on the machine unless the
machine has the following equipment:

• additional seat

• additional seat belt

Note any needed repairs during machine operation.
Report any needed repairs.

Carry work tools approximately 40 cm (15 inches)
above ground level. Do not go close to the edge of a
cliff, an excavation, or an overhang.

If the machine begins to sideslip downward on a
grade, immediately remove the load and turn the
machine downhill.

Avoid any conditions that can lead to tipping the
machine. The machine can tip when you work on
hills, on banks and on slopes. Also, the machine
can tip when you cross ditches, ridges or other
unexpected obstructions.

Avoid operating the machine across the slope. When
possible, operate the machine up the slopes and
down the slopes.

Maintain control of the machine. Do not overload the
machine beyond the machine capacity.

Be sure that the hitches and the towing devices are
adequate.

Only connect the trailing equipment to a drawbar or
to a hitch.

Never straddle a wire cable. Never allow other
personnel to straddle a wire cable.

Before you maneuver the machine, make sure that
no personnel are between the machine and the
trailing equipment. Block up the hitch of the trailing
equipment in order to align the hitch with the drawbar.
Maneuver the machine. Connect the machine to the
trailing equipment.

Know the maximum dimensions of your machine.

i01268590

Machine Parking
SMCS Code: 7000

Park on a level surface. If you must park on a grade,
chock the machine.

Apply the service brake in order to stop the machine.
Move the direction control switch to the NEUTRAL
position. Move the accelerator control to the LOW
IDLE position. Engage the parking brake.

Lower all attachments to the ground.

Stop the engine.

Turn the engine start switch key to the ON position.
Move the hydraulic control levers back and forth in
order to relieve hydraulic pressure. Turn the engine
start switch key to OFF position and remove the key.

i01314472

Equipment Lowering with
Engine Stopped
SMCS Code: 7000

Personal injury or death can result from a bucket
falling.

Keep personnel away from the front of the ma-
chine when lowering the bucket.

g00695851Illustration 12

If the engine has been turned off, the lift arms can be
lowered to the ground by moving the hydraulic hand
control (joystick) to the LOWER position.

Move the machine to level ground and to a location
that is not in the work area.
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i01308232

Sound Information and
Vibration Information
SMCS Code: 7000

Sound Level for Enclosed Cab
The operator sound pressure level for this machine
in the operator’s compartment is 71 dB(A) or less.
This machine is equipped with a properly installed,
properly maintained enclosed cab.

The measurement was obtained on a dynamic
machine. To find the procedure for using the dynamic
machine and the conditions for using the dynamic
machine, see “ISO 6396” or “95/27/EC”.

Vibration Level
The hands and the arms are exposed to a weighted
root mean square acceleration that is less than 2.5
meters per second squared.

The whole torso is exposed to a weighted root mean
square acceleration less than 0.5 meters per second
squared.

Measurements are obtained on a representative
machine. Use the measuring procedure in the
following standards: “ISO 2631/1, ISO 5349, and
SAE J1166” .

i01249150

Steering Frame Lock
SMCS Code: 7000

No clearance for person in this area whenmachine
turns. Severe injury or death from crushing could
occur.

g00666630Illustration 13
Steering Frame Lock in the LOCKED position

In order to lift the machine, connect the steering
frame lock (1). In order to transport the machine,
connect the steering frame lock (1). The pin (2)
should be secured in place by the lock pin (3).

g00666751Illustration 14
Steering Frame Lock in the STORED position

Disconnect the steering frame lock link (1) before
the machine is operated. Use the pin (2) in order
to secure the steering frame lock in the STORED
position. The pin should be secured in place by the
lock pin (3).
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Machine General
Information

i01000830

Welding on Machines and
Engines with Electronic
Controls
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

Proper welding procedures are necessary in order
to avoid damage to the electronic controls and to
the bearings. The following steps should be followed
in order to weld on a machine or an engine with
electronic controls.

1. Turn off the engine.

2. Turn the battery disconnect switch to the OFF
position. If there is no battery disconnect switch,
remove the negative battery cable at the battery.

3. Clamp the ground cable from the welder to the
component that will be welded. Place the clamp
as close as possible to the weld. Make sure that
the electrical path from the ground cable to the
component does not go through any bearing. Use
this procedure in order to reduce the possibility of
damage to the following components:

• Bearings of the drive train

• Hydraulic components

• Electrical components

• Other components of the machine

NOTICE
DoNOT use electrical components (ECMor ECM sen-
sors) or electronic component grounding points for
grounding the welder.

4. Protect any wiring harnesses from the debris
which is created from welding. Protect any wiring
harnesses from the splatter which is created from
welding.

5. Use standard welding procedures in order to weld
the materials together.
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Views

i01285834

Model View Illustrations
SMCS Code: 7000

g00681289Illustration 15

Engine (1), fuel tank (2), battery (3), radiator (4), and
hydrostatic drive box (5).

g00681290Illustration 16

Operator’s compartment (6), hydraulic tank (7),
battery (8), and bucket (9).

g00685749Illustration 17

Basic machine specifications are listed below.

The specifications that are listed in the table for the
910G below are based on the following conditions:

• Equipped with a 9U-4718 Bucket

• Equipped with 16.9 R 24 tires

• Full fuel tank 120 kg (265 lb)

• 75 kg (165 lb) operator

Table 1

910G WHEEL LOADER

Approximate Weight 6477 kg (14279.3 lb)

Maximum Length 5840 mm (229.9 inch)

Width Across Tires 2400 mm (94.5 inch)

Height to Top of Cab 3060 mm (120.5 inch)

i01305207

Bucket Rated Load
SMCS Code: 6000

Failure to comply to the rated load can cause pos-
sible personal injury or property damage. Review
the rated load of a particular work tool before per-
forming any operation. Make adjustments to the
rated load as necessary for non-standard config-
urations.

Note: Rated loads should be used as a guide.
Attachments, uneven ground conditions, soft ground
conditions, or poor ground conditions have effects on
rated loads. The operator is responsible for being
aware of these effects.
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Rated loads are based upon a standard machine with
the following conditions:

• lubricants

• full fuel tank

• 75 kg (165 lb) operator

• 16.9-24 10 PR or equivalent tires

Rated loads will vary with different attachments.
Contact your Caterpillar dealer regarding the rated
load for specific attachments.

The rated operating load is defined by the SAE
standard “J818” (May 1987) and by the ISO 5998
(1986) as 50 % of the full turn static tipping load.

The corresponding dump clearance is given for each
bucket at maximum lift height and at a 45 degree
dump angle. The reach is given for each bucket
at maximum lift height and at a 45 degree dump
angle. Clearance is measured from the ground to the
bucket edge in order to dump the load. The reach is
measured from the front tire to the bucket edge.

g00691326Illustration 18
Dimension (A) represents the dump clearance. Dimension (B)
represents the reach.

The following chart provides the rated operating loads
for the standard machine configuration with a bucket.

Table 2

RATED BUCKET LOAD

Bucket Part
Number

Ground Engaging
Tools

Rated Volume Rated Operating
Load

Dump Clearance
A

Reach
B

Bolt-on Cutting
Edge

1.3 m3 (1.7 yd3) 2149 kg (4738 lb) 2624 mm
(8 ft 7 inches)

958 mm
(3 ft 2 inches)

9U-4718
Teeth 1.2 m3 (1.6 yd3) 2187 kg (4822 lb) 2680 mm

(8 ft 9 inches)
929 mm
(3 ft 1 inch)
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i01346004

Lifting Capacities
SMCS Code: 7000

When this machine is equipped with front attach-
ments other than a bucket, lifting a load that is
greater than shown in the chart below could cause
the attachment to rotate downward, allowing the
load to slide or pitch forward resulting in personal
injury or death.

When you are using attachments, the weight of the
attachment and the load must not be greater than the
maximum allowable load at the load application point.

g00457248Illustration 19
Tilt link pin (1), Lift arm pin (2), and Load Application Point (3).

Consult your Caterpillar dealer before you use any
attachment that is not a standard equipped bucket.
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i01314257

Product Identification Number
and Serial Number Locations
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

The Product Identification Number (PIN) will be used
to identify a powered machine that is designed for
an operator to ride.

Caterpillar products such as engines, transmissions
and major attachments that are not designed for an
operator to ride are identified by Serial Numbers.

For quick reference, record the identification numbers
in the spaces that are provided below the illustration.

g00695604Illustration 20

Machine PIN ________________________________________________

g00695605Illustration 21

Service Information Number Plate (SIN)

g00695606Illustration 22

Engine Serial Number ____________________________________
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Monitoring Systems and
Cab Features

i01325897

Battery Disconnect Switch
(If Equipped)
SMCS Code: 1411

The battery disconnect switch and the engine start
switch serve different functions. When the battery
disconnect switch is turned off, the entire electrical
system is disabled. When only the engine start switch
is turned off, the battery remains connected to the
electrical system.

Turn the battery disconnect switch key to the OFF
position and remove the battery disconnect switch
key when you service the electrical system or when
you service any other components of the machine.

Turn the battery disconnect switch key to the OFF
position and remove the battery disconnect switch
key when the machine is left for an extended period
of one month or longer. This procedure will prevent a
short circuit from draining the battery. This procedure
will also prevent the components from draining the
battery. This procedure will also prevent the battery
from being drained by vandalism.

NOTICE
Never turn the battery disconnect switch key to OFF
with the engine running. Electrical system damage
could result.

i01271788

Engine Start Switch
SMCS Code: 1416

g00676235Illustration 23

OFF (1) – Insert the engine start switch key
only from the OFF position and remove the
engine start switch key only from the OFF

position. In the OFF position, there is no power to
most electrical circuits in the cab. The cab lights are
operational even when the engine start switch is in
the OFF position.

Turn the engine start switch key to the OFF position
in order to stop the engine.

ON (2) – Turn the engine start switch key
clockwise to the ON position in order to
activate all of the cab circuits.

START (3) – Turn the engine start switch
key clockwise to the START position in
order to crank the engine. Release the

engine start switch key after the engine starts and the
engine start switch key returns to the ON position.

Note: If the engine fails to start, the engine start
switch key must be returned to the OFF position in
order to attempt to start the engine again.
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i01285186

Air Inlet Heater Starting Aid
SMCS Code: 1090; 7451

Do not use aerosol types of starting aids such as
ether. Such use could result in an explosion and
personal injury.

g00677059Illustration 24

Thermal Starting Aid – The thermal
starting aid switch is located on the left side
of the steering column.

If the machine fails to start due to cold ambient
temperatures, the thermal starting aid can be
activated in order to provide heated fuel to the inlet
manifold. Refer to Operation and Maintenance
Manual, “Starting Below 0°C (32°F) with Thermal
Staring Aid” for the starting procedure with the
thermal starting aid.

i01285425

Alert Indicators
SMCS Code: 7450; 7451

g00686850Illustration 25

Hydraulic Oil Filter Bypass (1) – The
alert indicator will light when the hydraulic
oil has bypassed the hydraulic oil filter.

If this alert indicator comes on, stop the machine
immediately. Engage the parking brake and stop the
engine. Investigate the cause and correct the cause.

Brake Oil Level (2) – The alert indicator
will light when the brake oil level is low.
If this alert indicator comes on, stop the

machine immediately. Engage the parking brake and
stop the engine. Investigate the cause and correct
the cause.

g00686983Illustration 26

Left Turn Signal (3) – The alert indicator
will flash when the left turn signal is
activated.

Right Turn Signal (4) – The alert indicator
will flash when the right turn signal is
activated.
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High Beam (5) – The alert indicator will
light when the high beams of the head lights
are activated.

g00686876Illustration 27

Electrical System (6) – The alert indicator
will light when there is a malfunction in
the electrical system. If this alert indicator

comes on, the system voltage is too high for normal
machine operation or too low for normal machine
operation.

If electrical loads (air conditioning and/or lighting) are
high and the engine speed is near idle, increase the
engine speed to high idle. This will generate more
output from the alternator. If the alert indicator for
the electrical system turns off within one minute, the
electrical system is probably operating in a normal
manner. However, the electrical system may be
overloaded during periods of low engine speeds.

Modify the operating cycle in order to prevent
overloading the electrical system and discharging the
batteries.

Low idle must be set correctly. Adjust for the high
side of the Low Idle specification while the most often
used electrical loads are turned on. In order to reduce
the loads, use the Medium fan speed instead of the
High fan speed.

If this procedure does not cause the alert indicator to
turn off, move to a convenient location. Investigate
the cause (loose alternator belt, broken alternator
belt, faulty batteries, etc).

If the engine speed is near operating speeds and if
the electrical loads are light, the alert indicator may
remain on. If the alert indicator remains on, move to
a convenient location. Investigate the cause (loose
alternator belt, broken alternator belt, faulty batteries,
etc).

Parking Brake (7) – The alert indicator will
light when the parking brake is engaged
and the direction control lever is in the

NEUTRAL position. The alert indicator should come
on during start-up. The alert indicator should go out
when the parking brake is released.

g00687088Illustration 28

Lamp Test (8) – Press the top of the
switch in order to test the lamps of the alert
indicators. All of the alert indicators that are

located on the left side of the steering console should
come on when the engine is running.

If all of the alert indicators that are located on the
left side of the steering console do not come on,
investigate the cause.

i01275606

Gauges
SMCS Code: 7450; 7451

g00677308Illustration 29

Engine Coolant (1) – This gauge indicates
the temperature of the engine coolant. The
needle in the red range indicates abnormal

engine temperature.
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Hydraulic Oil Temperature (2) – This
gauge indicates the temperature of the
hydraulic oil. The needle in the red range

indicates excessive hydraulic oil temperature.

Fuel Level (3) – This gauge indicates the
amount of fuel in the fuel tank. The needle
in the yellow range indicates low fuel.

Engine Oil Pressure(5) – This gauge
indicates low engine oil pressure. The green
range indicates normal engine oil pressure.

The red range indicates low engine oil pressure.

Speedometer (5) – This gauge indicates the ground
speed of the machine.

g00677359Illustration 30

“Service Hour Meter” (6) – This gauge
indicates the total operating hours of the
engine. The “service hour meter” should

be used to determine the service hour maintenance
intervals.

i01272161

Light Switches
SMCS Code: 1435

g00676429Illustration 31

OFF (1) – Turn the knob counterclockwise
to the OFF position in order to shut off all
of the lights.

Parking Lights and Interior Cab Lights
(2) – Turn the knob clockwise to position
(2) in order to turn on the parking lights and

the interior lights.

Roading Lights (3) – Turn the knob
clockwise to position (3) in order to turn on
the roading lights.

Front Floodlights (4) – Turn the knob
clockwise to position (4) in order to turn on
the front floodlights.

Front Floodlights and Rear Floodlights
(5) – Turn the knob clockwise to position
(5) in order to turn on the front floodlights

and the rear floodlights.

g00676431Illustration 32
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g00676430Illustration 33

Dimmer Switch – Press the top of the
switch (6) in order to activate the high
beams on the roading lights. The indicator

for high beams (7) should come on when the high
beams are on. Press the bottom of the switch in order
to return the roading lights to low beams.

Note: The dimmer switch is functional when the light
switch is in position (3) to position (5).

g00678186Illustration 34

Interior Dome Light – Press on either side of the
lens in order to turn on the dome light. Press on the
other side of the lens in order to turn off the dome
light.

i01265969

Window Wiper and Washer
Control
SMCS Code: 7305; 7306

g00672813Illustration 35

Front Window Wiper and Washer (1) –
Turn the knob clockwise in order to turn on
the window wiper. Push the knob in order to

activate the window washer. Spring force will return
the knob when the knob is released. Turn the knob
counterclockwise in order to turn off the window
wiper.

Rear Window Wiper and Washer (2) –
Turn the knob clockwise in order to turn on
the window wiper. Push the knob in order to

activate the window washer. Spring force will return
the knob when the knob is released. Turn the knob
counterclockwise in order to turn off the window
wiper.

Note: If the machine is equipped with intermittent
wipers there are several positions that will affect the
wipers.

Turn knob (1) or knob (2) clockwise from the OFF
position for the desired setting (LONG DELAY,
INTERMITTENT, SHORT DELAY, LOW or HIGH).
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i01272683

Horn
SMCS Code: 7402

g00676661Illustration 36

Horn – The horn button is located on the
center of the steering wheel. Depress the
horn button in order to sound the horn.

Use the horn for alerting personnel or for signalling
personnel.

i01272734

Directional Turn Signal and
Hazard Flasher Control
SMCS Code: 1430

g00676704Illustration 37

Directional Turn Signals – The directional
turn signal lever is on the right side of the
steering column.

In order to activate the left turn signal, push the turn
signal lever to position (1). An indicator light on the
instrument panel will flash.

In order to activate the right turn signal, pull the turn
signal lever to position (2). An indicator light on the
instrument panel will flash.

Move the turn signal lever to the center position in
order to deactivate either turn signal.

g00676706Illustration 38

Hazard Flashers (3) – Pull the turn signal
lever upward in order to activate the hazard
flashers. Both turn signal lights will flash.

Push the turn signal lever downward in order to
deactivate the hazard flashers.
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i01322595

Backup Alarm
(If Equipped)
SMCS Code: 7406

Backup Alarm – When the direction control lever is
placed in the REVERSE position the backup alarm
will sound and the reverse lights will come on. The
alarm is used to alert people behind the machine that
the machine is backing up.

g00102228Illustration 39

A three-position switch at the rear of the backup
alarm regulates the intensity of sound.

The alarm is set at the highest sound level when
the machine is shipped from the factory. The setting
should remain on high, unless the job site requires a
lower intensity of sound.

i01277821

Heating and Air Conditioning
Control
SMCS Code: 7304; 7320; 7337

Air Conditioner Switch (If
Equipped)

g00677877Illustration 40

Air Conditioner Switch – Press the top of
the switch in order to turn the air conditioner
to the ON position. The air conditioner will

then operate if the fan is turned on.

Press the bottom of the switch in order to turn the air
conditioner to the OFF position.

Fan Control

g00677879Illustration 41

Fan Speed Switch – This knob controls
the three-speed blower fan motor.

OFF (1) – Move the knob to this position
in order to stop the blower fan motor.
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LOW (2) – Move the knob to this position
for the lowest fan speed.

MEDIUM (3) – Move the knob to this
position for a medium fan speed.

HIGH (4) – Move the knob to this position
for the highest fan speed.

Temperature Control

g00677881Illustration 42

Temperature Control Knob (1) – Turn the
knob clockwise to COOL. Turn the knob
counterclockwise to WARM.

Heating and Air Conditioning
System Operation
The heating and air conditioning system performs
four functions:

Heating – Turn the blower fan switch control to the
desired speed (LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH). Adjust the
temperature control knob for the desired temperature.

Cooling – Press the top of the switch (2)
in order to turn the air conditioner to the ON
position. Turn the blower fan switch control

to the desired speed (LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH).
Adjust the temperature control knob for the desired
temperature.

Pressurizing – When heating or cooling is not
desired, pressure inside the cab will help keep dust
out.

Turn the temperature control knob for the desired
temperature. To produce the volume of air that is
needed to keep dust out, set the blower fan switch
control to LOW, to MEDIUM, or to HIGH.

Defogging – Press the top of the switch (2) in order
to turn the air conditioner to the ON position. Turn
the blower fan switch control to the desired speed
(LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH). Adjust the temperature
control knob until the moisture level is lowered and
the windshield and side windows are free of moisture.

i01305656

Seat
SMCS Code: 7312

Adjust the seat at the beginning of each shift and
adjust the seat when you change operators.

The seat should be adjusted so that full pedal travel
is allowed with an operator that is seated against the
back of the seat.

Lock the seat into position before you operate the
machine in order to prevent movement of the seat.

Always use the seat belt when you operate the
machine.

g00691587Illustration 43

Pull up fore/aft lever (1) in order to move the seat
forward. Pull up the fore and aft lever in order to move
the seat backward to the desired position. Release
the lever in order to lock the seat in place.
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g00691591Illustration 44

Pull up seat recline lever (4) in order to adjust the
angle of the seat backrest to the desired position.
Release the seat recline lever in order to lock the
seat backrest in place.

Pull up seat height lever (2) in order to adjust the
front angle and the height of the seat. Release the
seat height lever in order to lock the seat in place.

Pull up seat height lever (3) in order to adjust the rear
angle and the height of the seat. Release the seat
height lever in order to lock the seat in place.

i01326248

Seat Belt
SMCS Code: 7327

This machine was shipped from Caterpillar with a
factory installed seat belt. The seat belt was installed
by meeting the specifications in “SAE J386, JUN85”
for a construction machine and in “SAE J386,
JUN1993”. Consult your Caterpillar dealer for all
replacement parts.

Always check the condition of the seat belt and
the condition of the mounting hardware before you
operate the machine.

g00100446Illustration 45

Inspect the seat belt for webbing that is worn or
frayed.

Check the buckle for wear or for damage. If the seat
belt is worn or if the buckle is damaged, replace the
seat belt and/or the buckle.

g00038621Illustration 46

Inspect the belt mounting hardware. Replace any
hardware that is damaged or worn. Make sure that
the mounting bolts are tight.

Seat Belt Adjustment
The seat belt is equipped with an automatic locking
retractor. The automatic locking retractor will lock
the seat belt in place. Pull the seat belt out of the
retractor. Pull the seat belt or jerk the seat belt in
order to lock the automatic locking retractor.

The seat belt buckle is equipped with a comfort ride
sleeve. The comfort ride sleeve allows the operator
to move with a fastened seat belt.

Fasten the Seat Belt

g00038687Illustration 47

Pull seat belt (1) outward from the retractor in a
continuous motion.
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Fasten seat belt catch (2) into buckle (3). Pull the
seat belt in order to ensure that the seat belt is
securely latched into the catch. Make sure that the
seat belt is placed across the lap of the operator.

The automatic locking retractor will adjust the length
of the seat belt. The automatic locking retractor will
lock the seat belt in place. The seat belt is equipped
with a comfort ride sleeve. The comfort ride sleeve
will allow the operator to move a limited amount.

Release the Seat Belt

g00039113Illustration 48

Push the release button on the catch inward in order
to release the seat belt. Guide the seat belt into the
retractor.

Extension for the Seat Belt

When using retractable seat belts, do not use seat
belt extensions, or personal injury or death can
result.

The retractor system may or may not lockup de-
pending on the length of the extension and the
size of the person. If the retractor does not lockup,
the seat belt will not retain the person.

If you need to extend the seat belt, replace the
retractable seat belt. Caterpillar recommends the
use of a seat belt which is not retractable for a
replacement part.

Extensions for seat belts are available from your
Caterpillar dealer. Longer seat belts are also available
from your Caterpillar dealer. Use one of these seat
belts when the seat belt is too short for the operator.

Consult your Caterpillar dealer for a longer seat belt
and for information on the extension of seat belts.

i01294004

Mirror
SMCS Code: 7319

g00711545Illustration 49

g00685708Illustration 50

Adjust the rearview mirrors for the best operator
vision. Adjust the mirrors before you operate the
machine or when there is a change of operators.
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i01265894

Lighter
SMCS Code: 1436; 7451

g00672767Illustration 51

Lighter – Push the lighter inward and release the
lighter. The lighter will move outward slightly when
the lighter is ready for use.

i01299976

Cab Door
SMCS Code: 7308

g00688918Illustration 52

g00688916Illustration 53

Cab Doors – Pull the exterior door latch (1) in order
to open the door from the outside. Pull back on the
interior door latch (2) in order to open the door from
the inside. Open the door all the way to the fully open
position. The door will remain in this position. Both
doors operate the same way.

The doors should be closed while you operate the
machine. While the doors are shut, the windows can
be opened for better cab airflow.

g00688920Illustration 54

Cab Door Release Button – Push the button inward
in order to release the cab door from the open
position. Both doors operate the same way.
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i01292744

Alternate Exit
SMCS Code: 7310

g00684915Illustration 55

g00684910Illustration 56

The right side cab door can be used as an alternative
exit. The door can be opened from the inside of the
cab or from the outside of the cab. Release the latch
in order to open the door.

Opening the door will eliminate the pressurization
of the cab.
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i01292534

Parking Brake Control
SMCS Code: 4267; 4284

NOTICE
Do not engage the parking brake while the machine
is moving unless the primary service brake fails. The
use of the parking brake as a service brake in regular
operation will cause severe damage to the brake sys-
tem.

When the parking brake lever is engaged the
hydrostatic drive is neutralized. The machine will not
move.

Shifting the directional control lever will not cause
the machine to move until the parking brake lever
is disengaged.

Parking Brake – The parking brake lever is located
on the left side of the seat. Use the parking brake
after the machine is stopped.

In order to activate the hydrostatic drive, perform the
following steps.

1. Start the engine.

2. Move the direction control lever to NEUTRAL.

3. Release the parking brake.

4. Move the direction control lever to the desired
position.

If the hydrostatic drive is activated with the parking
brake engaged, the machine will not move. If the
parking brake is disengaged, the machine will not
move. The direction control lever must be moved to
the NEUTRAL position. Then, move the direction
control lever to the desired position after the parking
brake is disengaged.

g00684621Illustration 57

Parking Brake Engaged – Pull up on the parking
brake lever in order to engage the parking brake. The
hydrostatic drive will shift to NEUTRAL. The alert
indicator for the parking brake will come on. The alert
indicator is located on the right side of the steering
column.

Note: If the parking brake is engaged and the
directional control lever is in FORWARD or in
REVERSE, the machine will not move. Move the
directional control lever into NEUTRAL. Then move
the direction control lever into the desired direction in
order for the hydrostatic drive to be activated.

g00684812Illustration 58

Parking Brake Disengaged – Push the button on
the top of the parking brake lever. Lower the parking
brake lever in order to release the parking brake.

Secondary Brake – The secondary brake uses the
same lever as the parking brake. If the service brakes
fail to stop the machine, use the secondary brake.
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i01292639

Service Brake Control
SMCS Code: 4251; 4265

g00684870Illustration 59

Brake Pedals – Use the left brake pedal
or the right brake pedal to slow down
the machine’s ground speed for normal

braking. Release the pedals in order to release the
service brakes.

Inching Mode
Depress the brake pedal for one to two inches. The
first one to two inches of movement of the brake
pedal activates the inching mode for the brakes.

The inching mode enables you to reduce the machine
speed to zero while the engine is up to full speed.

While you are approaching a hauling unit, use the
inching mode to lift the attachment.

i01291896

Accelerator Control
SMCS Code: 1265; 1276

g00684385Illustration 60

The accelerator pedal is located on the floor of the
operator’s compartment.

Push down on the pedal in order to increase the
engine speed.

Release the pedal in order to decrease the engine
speed.
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i01292961

Direction Control
SMCS Code: 3168

Forward directional changes and reverse directional
changes are possible while the machine is
moving. However, reducing the engine speed is
recommended, when directional changes are being
made. Reducing the machine ground speed and/or
braking is recommended, when directional changes
are being made. This permits operator comfort and
maximum service life of the power train components.

To avoid an unstable machine, the machine should
be stopped before any directional changes are made
with a raised load.

Direction Control Lever

g00685014Illustration 61

FORWARD (1) – Move the direction control
lever upward. The machine will move
forward.

NEUTRAL (2) – The machine should not
move when the direction control lever is in
the NEUTRAL position.

REVERSE (3) – Move the direction control
lever downward. The reverse lights will
come on and the backup alarm (if equipped)

will sound. The machine will move in reverse.

i01293108

Speed Control
SMCS Code: 3168

g00685122Illustration 62

The speed control switch is located on the right side
console. The speed control switch sets the maximum
speed of the machine.

Fast Speed – Press the top of the switch
in order to achieve maximum machine
speed. The maximum speed for the 910G

is 35 km/h (22 mph).

Slow Speed – Press the bottom of the
switch in order to limit the machine speed
to 13 km/h (8 mph).
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i01293179

Steering Control
SMCS Code: 4309; 4338

g00685157Illustration 63

The steering wheel controls the directional steering
of the machine. The machine will turn in the same
direction as the steering wheel is turned.

g00685156Illustration 64

Remove the steering frame lock link. This will allow
you to steer the machine.

LEFT TURN – Move the steering wheel
counterclockwise in order to steer the machine to
the left. Turn the steering wheel farther in order to
achieve a more acute turn.

RIGHT TURN – Move the steering wheel clockwise
in order to steer the machine to the right. Turn the
steering wheel farther in order to achieve a more
acute turn.

i01280311

Steering Column Tilt Control
SMCS Code: 4338

g00678851Illustration 65

To adjust the steering column, pull up the steering
column tilt lever (1) and move the steering column (2)
to the desired position. Release the steering column
tilt lever (1). The steering column will remain in the
desired position.

i01305823

Hydraulic Hand Control (Single
Function Lever)
SMCS Code: 5059; 5063

g00701307Illustration 66

Move the lever to position (1) in order to pressurize
the left supply line for the third function.

Move the lever to position (3) in order to pressurize
the right supply line for the third function.

Move the lever to position (2) in order to return the
lever to the HOLD position.
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i01320416

Hydraulic Hand Control
(Joystick)
SMCS Code: 5059; 5063

g00691675Illustration 67

FLOAT (1) – Push the joystick forward
into the detent. The bucket will lower to the
ground. The bucket will follow the contour

of the ground.

The joystick will remain in the FLOAT position until
the joystick is pulled out of the detent. The joystick
will return to the HOLD position when the joystick is
released.

LOWER (2) – Push the joystick forward
in order to lower the bucket. The joystick
will return to the HOLD position when the

joystick is released.

HOLD (3) – The joystick will return to the
HOLD position when the single lever control
is released from the RAISE position or from

the LOWER position . The bucket will remain in the
selected position.

RAISE (4) – Pull the joystick backward
in order to raise the bucket. Release the
joystick in order to stop lifting the bucket.

The joystick will return to the HOLD position when
the joystick is released.

The joystick is detented in the fully raised position.
The joystick will stay in the detent and the bucket
will continue to rise until the bucket reaches the lift
kickout height. Then, the joystick will return to the
HOLD position.

DUMP (5) – Move the joystick toward
the right in order to dump a load from the
bucket.

QUICK DUMP (6) – Move the joystick
all the way to the right. This will shorten
the time that is required to tilt the bucket

forward.

TILT BACK (7) – Move the joystick toward
the left in order to tilt the bucket backward.

The joystick is detented in the TILT BACK position.
The joystick will remain in the TILT BACK position
until the bucket reaches the angle that is set by the
kickout.

i01340951

Hydraulic Hand Control (Two
Joysticks)
SMCS Code: 5063; 5705; 6107

g00709238Illustration 68

Move the lever to position (1) in order to pressurize
the left supply line for the third function.

Move the lever to position (3) in order to pressurize
the right supply line for the third function.

Move the lever to position (2) in order to return the
lever to the HOLD position.

Move the lever to position (4) in order to pressurize
the left supply line for the fourth function.

Move the lever to position (5) in order to pressurize
the right supply line for the fourth function.
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i01321007

Hydraulic Lever Lock Control
SMCS Code: 5001; 5063

g00699017Illustration 69

g00699018Illustration 70

LOCK (1) – Rotate the lock assembly forward and
place the hooks into the holes in the bracket. The
joystick and the single function lever will be locked
into the OFF position.

UNLOCK (2) – Rotate the lock assembly backward.
The joystick and the single function lever can then
be moved.

i01263824

Steering Frame Lock
SMCS Code: 7506

No clearance for person in this area whenmachine
turns. Severe injury or death from crushing could
occur.

NOTICE
Before operating the machine, be sure the steering
frame lock is disconnected and put in the storage po-
sition.

In order to place the steering frame lock in the
LOCKED position, the machine must be in the
straight ahead position.

g00666751Illustration 71

1. Remove the lock pin (3). Remove the pin (2)
which holds the steering frame lock link (1) in the
STORED position.

2. Connect the steering frame lock (1) with the rear
frame.

g00666630Illustration 72

3. With the steering frame lock (1) in the correct
position, install the pin (2) and the lock pin (3).

In order to put the steering frame lock in the STORED
position, reverse the previous steps.
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Before Starting Engine
i01269741

Walk-Around Inspection
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

g00674783Illustration 73

Disconnect the steering frame lock link and store the
steering frame lock link in the position that is shown.
The steering frame lock link must be disconnected in
order to steer the machine.

For maximum service life of the machine, make a
thorough walk around inspection before you mount
the machine in order to start the engine.

Look around the machine and under the machine for
any of the following items:

• loose belts

• trash buildup

• oil leaks

• coolant leaks

• broken parts

• worn parts

Do not operate the machine until all necessary
repairs have been made.

Inspect the condition of the bucket and the hydraulic
components.

Check the oil levels, coolant levels, and fuel levels.

Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual,
“Maintenance Interval Schedule” for more detailed
information.

Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual, “Walk
Around Inspection” for more detailed information.
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i00076541

Mounting and Dismounting
SMCS Code: 7000

• Mount the machine only at locations that are
equipped with steps and/or with handholds.
Dismount the machine only at locations that are
equipped with steps and/or with handholds.

• Before you mount the machine, clean the steps
and the handholds. Inspect the stairs and the
handholds. Make all necessary repairs.

g00037367Illustration 74

• Face the machine whenever you mount the
machine and whenever you dismount the machine.

• Maintain a three-point contact with the steps and
with handholds.

Note: Three-point contact can be two feet and one
hand. Three-point contact can also be one foot and
two hands.

• Do not mount a moving machine. Do not dismount
a moving machine.

• Never jump off the machine.

• Do not try to mount the machine if you are carrying
tools or supplies. Do not try to dismount the
machine if you are carrying tools or supplies. Use
a hand line to pull equipment onto the platform.

• Do not use any controls as handholds when you
enter the operator’s compartment or when you exit
the operator’s compartment.

Alternate Exit
Machines that are equipped with cabs have alternate
exits. For additional information, see Operation and
Maintenance Manual, “Alternate Exit”.

i00712074

Seat Adjustment and Seat Belt
Inspection
SMCS Code: 7312; 7327

Note: Adjust the seat at the beginning of each work
period. Also adjust the seat when you are changing
operators.

Adjust the seat so that full pedal travel is possible
when the operator is seated against the back of the
seat.

Inspect the seat belt mounting hardware. Replace
any hardware that is damaged or worn. Keep the
mounting bolts tight.

Fasten the seat belt before you start the engine.
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Engine Starting
i01300131

Starting Above 0°C (32°F)
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

1. Engage the parking brake.

2. Move the direction control lever into NEUTRAL.

3. Move the control levers to the HOLD position.

g00689006Illustration 75

4. Turn the engine start switch to the ON position (1).

5. Turn the engine start switch key to the START
position (2) in order to start the engine. Release
the key when the engine starts.

NOTICE
Do not crank the engine for more than 30 seconds. Al-
low the starter to cool for two minutes before cranking
again.

Turbocharger (if equipped) damage can result, if the
engine is not kept low until the engine oil light/gauge
verifies the oil pressure is sufficient.

i01300200

Starting Below 0°C (32°F) with
Thermal Starting Aid
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

Do not use aerosol types of starting aids such as
ether. Such use could result in an explosion and
personal injury.

1. Engage the parking brake.

2. Move the direction control lever into NEUTRAL.

3. Move the control levers to the HOLD position.

g00677059Illustration 76

4. Depress the top of the thermal starting aid switch.
The light bar inside the switch will light.

g00688646Illustration 77

5. Wait until the light bar inside the switch goes
out. Turn the engine start switch key in order to
engage the starter motor. Do not crank the engine
for more than 30 seconds.

6. If the engine does not start, release the engine
start switch key in order to disengage the starter
motor. Repeat Steps 4 and 5.

When the engine starts, continue to depress the
starting aid switch until the engine runs evenly. Do
not depress the starting aid switch for more than
30 seconds after the engine starts.
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i01267528

Starting with Jump Start
Cables
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

Failure to properly service the batteriesmay cause
peronal injury.

Prevent sparks near the batteries. They could
cause vapors to explode. Do not allow the jump
start cable ends to contact each other or the
machine.

Do not smoke when checking battery electrolyte
levels.

Electrolyte is an acid and can cause personal in-
jury if it contacts skin or eyes.

Always wear eye protection when starting a ma-
chine with jump start cables.

Improper jump start procedures can cause an ex-
plosion resulting in personal injury.

Always connect the battery positive (+) to battery
positive (+) and the battery negative (−) to battery
negative (−).

Jump start only with an energy source with the
same voltage as the stalled machine.

Turn off all lights and accessories on the stalled
machine. Otherwise, they will operate when the
energy source is connected.

NOTICE
When jump starting the engine with another machine,
make sure that the machines do not touch. This could
prevent damage to engine bearings and electrical cir-
cuits.

Severely discharged maintenance free batteries do
not fully recharge from the alternator after jump start-
ing. The batteries must be charged to proper voltage
with a battery charger. Many batteries thought to be
unusable are still rechargeable.

Use only equal voltage for starting. Check the battery
and starter voltage rating of your machine. Use only
the same voltage for jump starting. Use of a welder or
higher voltage damages the electrical system.

Refer to Special Instruction, SEHS7633, “Battery Test
Procedure” available from your Caterpillar dealer, for
complete testing and charging information.

Use of Jump Start Cables
1. Determine the cause of the failure. Refer to
Special Instruction, SEHS7768 about the use of
the 6V-2150 Starting/Charging Analyzer. Use
this procedure if the machine does not have a
diagnostic connector.

2. Place the transmission control on the stalled
machine in the NEUTRAL position. Engage the
parking brake. Lower all attachments to the
ground. Move all controls to the HOLD position.

3. On a stalled machine, turn the engine start switch
to the OFF position. Turn off the accessories.

4. Move the machine or the auxiliary power source
close to the stalled machine so that the cables can
reach. DO NOT ALLOW THE MACHINE OR THE
AUXILIARY POWER SOURCE TO CONTACT
THE STALLED MACHINE.

5. Stop the engine on the machine that is the
electrical source. (If you are using an auxiliary
power source, turn off the charging system.)

6. Check the battery caps for correct placement
and for correct tightness. Make these checks on
both machines. Make sure that the batteries in
the stalled machine are not frozen. Check the
batteries for low electrolyte.

7. Connect the positive jump start cable to the
positive cable terminal of the discharged battery.

Do not allow positive cable clamps to contact any
metal except for battery terminals.
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Note: Batteries in series may be in separate
compartments. Use the terminal that is connected to
the starter solenoid. This battery is normally on the
same side of the machine as the starter.

8. Connect the positive jump start cable to the
positive terminal of the electrical source. Use the
procedure from Step 7 in order to determine the
correct terminal.

9. Connect one end of the negative jump start cable
to the negative terminal of the electrical source.

10.Make the final connection. Connect the negative
cable to the frame of the stalled machine. Make
this connection away from the battery, away from
the fuel, away from the hydraulic lines, and away
from all moving parts.

11.Start the engine of the machine that is the
electrical source. (If you are using an auxiliary
power source, energize the charging system on
the auxiliary power source.)

12.Allow the electrical source to charge the batteries
for two minutes.

13.Attempt to start the stalled engine. Refer to
Operation and Maintenance Manual, “Engine
Starting”.

14. Immediately after the stalled engine starts,
disconnect the jump start cables in reverse order.

15.Conclude with a failure analysis on the starting
charging system. Check the stalled machine, as
required. Check the machine when the engine is
running and the charging system is in operation.

i01300843

After Starting Engine
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

NOTICE
Keep engine speed low until the engine oil pressure
registers on the gauge. If it does no register within ten
seconds, stop the engine and investigate the cause
before starting again. Failure to do so, can cause en-
gine damage.

1. Allow a cold engine to warm up at LOW
IDLE for at least five minutes. To help the
hydraulic components to warm up faster, engage
the attachment controls and disengage the
attachment controls.

2. Look at the indicators and the gauges frequently
during operation.

Also, to help the hydraulic oil to warm up faster, hold
the bucket control in the CLOSE position for short
periods of ten seconds or less. This will allow the
hydraulic oil to reach relief pressure, which causes
the hydraulic oil to warm up more rapidly.

Cycle all controls in order to allow warm hydraulic
oil to circulate through all hydraulic cylinders and
through all hydraulic lines.

When you idle the engine in order to warm up the
engine, observe the following recommendations:

• Allow the engine to warm up for approximately
30 minutes when the temperature is below 0°C
(+32°F).

• More time may be required if the temperature is
less than −18°C (0°F). More time may also be
required if the hydraulic functions are sluggish.
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Machine Operation
i01301127

Machine Operation Information
SMCS Code: 7000

To prevent injury, make sure that no people are
working on the machine or near the machine. To
prevent injury, keep the machine under control at all
times.

Reduce engine speed when you maneuver in tight
quarters or when you are going over a hill.

Select the necessary travel speed before you start
downgrade. Do not change travel speed while you
are going downhill.

When you go downgrade, use the same travel speed
that would be used to go upgrade.

Do not allow the engine to overspeed when you
go downhill. Use the service brake pedal to reduce
engine overspeed when you are going downhill.

When the load will be pushing the machine, put the
speed control switch in SLOW speed before you start
downhill.

1. Adjust the operator’s seat.

2. Fasten the seat belt.

3. Raise all lowered attachments in order to negotiate
any obstacles.

g00689595Illustration 78

4. Push down on the service brake pedal (1) in order
to prevent the machine from moving.

g00684621Illustration 79

5. To release the parking brake, push the button (2)
on the top of the parking brake lever and lower
the parking brake lever.

g00689565Illustration 80

6. Move the direction control lever (3) to the desired
direction.

7. Release the service brake pedal.

8. Push down on the accelerator pedal until you
achieve the desired engine speed.

9. Drive the machine forward for best visibility and
for best control.

NOTICE
For operator comfort andmaximum service life of pow-
er train components, deceleration and/or braking is
recommended before any directional shifts are made.
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i01300990

Changing Speed and Direction
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

Changing from low speed to high speed at full engine
speed is possible. Directional changes at full engine
speed are possible. However, if you are changing
direction, reducing the machine speed and/or braking
the machine is recommended. This will provide
operator comfort and the maximum service life of the
power train components. Keep a loaded bucket low
to the ground. Stop the machine in order to avoid an
unstable machine.

g00689564Illustration 81

1. Lower the engine speed with the accelerator pedal
(2).

2. Push the brake pedals (1) downward in order
to slow the machine. Push the brake pedals
downward in order to stop the machine.

g00689565Illustration 82

3. Move the direction control lever (3) to the desired
direction.

g00689567Illustration 83

4. Move the speed selector switch to the desired
speed.

5. Release the brake pedals.

6. Increase the engine speed with the pedal.
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i01292215

Parking Brake
SMCS Code: 7000

g00684626Illustration 84

g00684621Illustration 85

The parking brake indicator (1) on the operator panel
will light when the parking brake lever is pulled up.

In order to release the parking brake, push the button
(2) on the top of the parking brake lever.

NOTICE
Moving the machine with the parking brake engaged
can cause excessive wear or damage to the brake. If
necessary, have the brake repaired before operating
the machine.
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Operating Techniques
i00058076

Operating Technique
Information
SMCS Code: 7000

Typical Examples

g00101764Illustration 86

Carry a loaded bucket low so that the operator has
good visibility and so that the machine has good
stability.

Clean the work area during waiting periods and level
the work area during waiting periods.

Maintain traction by avoiding excessive downward
pressure on the bucket.

Travel in reverse when you carry a load down a steep
incline. Travel forward when you go uphill.

When you are working in hard material, use bucket
teeth or bolt-on cutting edges.

Make sure that the bucket that is being used is
appropriate for the work that is being performed.
Exceeding the machine limits will reduce the service
life of the machine.

i01316839

Bulldozing and Dumping
SMCS Code: 7000

Bulldozing

g00697138Illustration 87

Keep the bottom of the bucket parallel to the ground
when you are bulldozing.

Dumping

g00697139Illustration 88

To control dumping, move the hydraulic hand control
(joystick) to the DUMP position. Then, return the
hydraulic hand control (joystick) to the HOLD position.
Repeat this procedure until the bucket is empty.

Dump the bucket when the wind is moving toward
the front of the machine. This will help to keep dust
away from the engine. This will also help to maintain
visibility.

To achieve the maximum angle for dumping, use the
bucket stops.
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NOTICE
Striking the stops unnecessarily and repetitively can
result in accelerated wear and high maintenance cost
of the loader linkage.

i01326573

Excavating with Bucket
SMCS Code: 7000

g00100569Illustration 89

1. Lower the bucket to the ground. Position the
bucket for a slight digging angle.

2. Apply downward pressure to the bucket as the
loader starts forward. Return the joystick to HOLD
when sufficient penetration is obtained.

3. Maintain level cuts while you move forward by
raising the bucket and lowering the bucket.

4. When the bucket is loaded, tilt the bucket
backward against the stops. Carry the loaded
bucket for approximately 40 cm (15 inch) above
the ground when you move to the dump area.

i01326525

Bucket Loading from a
Stockpile
SMCS Code: 7000

g00101768Illustration 90

1. Position the bucket parallel to the ground. The
bucket should barely skim the ground. Drive the
bucket straight into the pile.

2. Move the joystick to the detented RAISE position
as the forward movement slows. Return the
joystick to the HOLD position for additional
crowding power.

3. To load a heaped load, operate the joystick back
and forth. This action is called pumping.

4. When the bucket is loaded, move the joystick to
the TILT BACK position.

5. When the joystick is released to the HOLD
position, the bucket will rise.

6. Raise the bucket high in order to pass over the
material that is being loaded. Shift the direction
control lever into REVERSE.

7. Carry the loaded bucket approximately 40 cm
(15 inches) above the ground level.

8. When you reach the dump area, move the joystick
to the detented RAISE position. The lift kickout
will automatically return the joystick to the HOLD
position.
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i01326535

Bucket Loading Hauling Units
SMCS Code: 7000

g00101770Illustration 91

1. To reduce the loader turning and the travel
distance, position the hauling unit at an angle to
the material that is being loaded.

2. The travel distance should be long enough so that
the bucket can reach the lift height without slowing
the movement of the loader.

3. Position the loader in order to dump the load in
the center of the hauling unit body. If the length of
the hauling unit body is two times the length of the
bucket, load the material into the hauling unit body
from the front to the rear.

4. Push the joystick to the right in order to dump the
load from the bucket.

5. Shake the bucket in order to loosen sticky
material. Move the joystick to the left and to the
right in quick motions. Allow the tilt arms to strike
the stops.

NOTICE
Striking the stops unnecessarily and repetitively can
result in accelerated wear and high maintenance cost
of the loader linkage.

6. Move the joystick to the TILT BACK detent
position.

7. Before you lower the bucket, make sure that the
hauling unit is not under the bucket.

8. Lower the bucket while you position the loader for
the next load.

i00695867

Bucket Loading from a Bank
SMCS Code: 7000

Personal injury or death can result from fallingma-
terial.

Remove any overhang and watch for sliding ma-
terial.

g00101771Illustration 92

1. Remove any overhang before you start at the
base. Watch for sliding material.

2. Start at the base of the bank in order to load the
bucket and follow the face upward.

3. In extremely dense material, start at the top of the
bank and work downward.

4. Raise the bucket slightly and move away from the
bank.
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Machine Adjustments
i01323474

Bucket Positioner
SMCS Code: 5112

Use caution to avoid possible personal injury
when adjusting the bucket positioner.

Stop the engine and lower all equipment to relieve
the hydraulic pressure.

Engage the parking brake and block the tires to
prevent sudden movement of the machine.

Keep unauthorized personnel off the machine.

1. Start the engine. Lower the bucket to the ground.

2. Position the bucket at the desired angle to the
ground. Turn the engine start switch key to the
OFF position and remove the engine start switch
key. Move the hydraulic hand control (joystick) to
the TILT BACK detent position.

g00701337Illustration 93

3. Loosen the four bolts (1) that clamp the tube
assembly (2) of the switch. Move the tube
assembly down the cylinder in order to increase
the digging angle. Move the tube assembly up the
cylinder in order to decrease the digging angle.

4. To test the adjustment, start the engine. Raise the
bucket. Move the joystick to the TILT BACK detent
position.

5. When the bucket reaches the preset digging
angle, the joystick should return to the HOLD
position.

i01319299

Bucket Lift Kickout
SMCS Code: 5109

Use caution to avoid possible personal injury
when adjusting the attachment lift kickout.

Keep personnel off the machine. Clear the area
when working under or around the attachment
linkage.

With the attachment raised, proper support must
be provided for the attachment and/or the linkage.

1. Start the engine. Raise the bucket to the desired
height and stop the engine.

2. Block up the bucket and the linkage.

g00707877Illustration 94

3. Loosen the control group. Adjust the control group
so that the gap between the control group and the
magnet is 10 ± 2 mm (0.4 ± 0.08 inch).

4. Rotate the control group on the frame assembly
until the lower edge of the magnet is even with the
center of the control group.

5. Tighten the control group.

6. Start the engine. To check the adjustment, move
the hydraulic hand control (joystick) to the RAISE
detent position.

7. When the bucket reaches the preset lift height, the
hydraulic hand control (joystick) should return to
the HOLD position.
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Machine Parking
i01299284

Stopping the Machine
SMCS Code: 7000

NOTICE
Park on a level surface. If it is necessary to park on a
grade, block the wheels securely.

Engage the parking brake. Do not engage the sec-
ondary brake while the machine is moving unless the
primary service brakes fail.

1. Apply the service brakes in order to stop the
machine.

2. Move the direction control lever to the NEUTRAL
position.

g00688617Illustration 95

3. Engage the parking brake.

4. Lower the bucket to the ground and apply slight
downward pressure.

i01299335

Stopping the Engine
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

NOTICE
Stopping the engine immediately after it has been
working under load, can result in overheating and ac-
celerated wear of the engine components.

Refer to the following procedure, to allow the engine
to cool, and to prevent excessive temperatures in the
turbocharger housing (if equipped), which could cause
oil coking problems.

1. Operate the engine for five minutes at low idle
with no load.

This allows hot areas in the engine to cool
gradually. This will extend the engine life.

g00688646Illustration 96

2. Turn the engine start switch key to the OFF
position in order to stop the engine.

3. Move all hydraulic control levers back and forth in
order to relieve hydraulic pressure.

4. Move all hydraulic control levers into the HOLD
position.

i01324394

Stopping the Engine if an
Electrical Malfunction Occurs
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

Turn the engine start switch key to OFF. If the engine
does not stop, perform the following procedure.
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g00679607Illustration 97

g00683300Illustration 98

1. Open the rear door for the engine that is located
on the back side of the machine. Use the prop rod
to hold the rear door open.

g00701227Illustration 99

2. Rotate the lever of the fuel shutoff solenoid in
order to stop the engine.

Note: Do not operate the machine again until the
malfunction has been corrected.

i01314631

Equipment Lowering with
Engine Stopped
SMCS Code: 7000

Personal injury or death can result from a bucket
falling.

Keep personnel away from the front of the ma-
chine when lowering the bucket.

g00695851Illustration 100

If the engine has been turned off, the lift arms can be
lowered to the ground by moving the hydraulic hand
control (joystick) to the LOWER position.

Move the machine to level ground and to a location
that is not in the work area.
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i01308473

Leaving the Machine
SMCS Code: 7000

g00693035Illustration 101

1. Use the steps and the handholds when you get
off the machine. Face the machine and use both
hands. Make sure that the steps are clear of
debris before you dismount.

2. Inspect the engine compartment for debris. Clean
out any debris and any paper in order to avoid a
fire.

3. Turn the key for the battery disconnect switch (if
equipped) to the OFF position and remove the
key. When the machine is not operated for an
extended period of one month or more, remove
the key for the battery disconnect switch (if
equipped). This will help to prevent a battery short
circuit. Removing the key will also help to protect
the battery from vandalism and from the current
draw that is made by certain components.

4. Install all vandalism protection locks and all
vandalism covers.
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Transportation Information
i01299228

Shipping the Machine
SMCS Code: 7000; 7500

Investigate the travel route for overpass clearances.
Make sure that there will be adequate clearance if
the machine that is transported is equipped with a
cab or with a canopy.

Before loading, remove ice, snow, or other slippery
material from the loading dock and from the truck
bed. This is done in order to prevent slippage of
the machine. This should also be done in order to
prevent a shift while the machine is moving in transit.

NOTICE
Obey all state and local laws governing the weight,
width and length of a load.

Make sure the cooling system has proper antifreeze if
moving machine to a colder climate.

Observe all regulations governing wide loads.

g00040011Illustration 102

1. Chock the trailer or rail car wheels before you load
the machine. (The trailer is shown.)

2. After the machine is positioned, connect the
steering frame lock link in order to hold the front
frame and the rear frame in place.

3. Lower the attachment to the floor of the transport
vehicle. Move the direction control lever to
NEUTRAL.

4. Engage the parking brake.

5. Turn the engine start switch key to OFF in order to
stop the engine. Remove the engine start switch
key.

6. Move all of the hydraulic control levers in order to
relieve any trapped pressure.

7. Lock the door and the access covers and attach
any vandalism protection.

8. Secure the machine with tie-downs when you are
transporting the machine on a rail car or on the
tractor-trailer.

9. Cover the exhaust opening. The turbocharger (if
equipped) should not rotate when the engine is not
operating. Damage to the turbocharger can result.

i00058114

Roading the Machine
SMCS Code: 7000

Before you road a machine, consult your tire dealer
for recommended tire pressures and for speed
limitations.

Limitations for TON-kilometers per hour (TON-miles
per hour) must be obeyed. Consult your tire dealer
for the speed limit of the tires that are used.

When you travel for long distances, schedule stops in
order to allow the tires and the components to cool.
Stop for 30 minutes after every 40 km (25 miles) or
stop for 30 minutes after every hour.

Inflate the tires to the correct air pressure.

Use a self-attaching inflation chuck and stand behind
the tire tread during the inflation. See Tire Inflation
Information.

Perform a Walk-Around Inspection and measure the
fluid levels in the various compartments.

Check with the proper officials in order to obtain the
required licenses and other similar items.

Travel at a moderate speed. Observe all speed
limitations when you road the machine.

i01299099

Lifting and Tying Down the
Machine
SMCS Code: 7000; 7500

NOTICE
Improper lifting or tie-downs can allow the load to shift
and cause injury or damage. Install the steering frame
lock link before lifting.
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1. Weight and instructions are listed herein.
This information is applicable to units that are
manufactured by Caterpillar.

The 910G Wheel Loader weighs 6477 kg
(14279.3 lb).

Note:Weights may vary with different attachments.

2. For lifting objects, use properly rated cables and
properly rated slings. Position the crane for a level
machine lift.

3. Spreader bar widths should be sufficient for
preventing contact with the machine.

g00688428Illustration 103

g00688429Illustration 104

4. Two rear holes and two front holes are provided
for tie-downs. Use these holes when you are tying
down the machine.

Install the tie-downs at several locations. Place blocks
under the front wheels and under the rear wheels.

Check the appropriate laws that govern the weight of
the load. Check the appropriate laws that govern the
width of the load and the length of the load.

Consult your Caterpillar dealer for shipping
instructions for your machine.
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Towing Information
i01308666

Towing the Machine
SMCS Code: 7000

Personal injury or death could result when towing
a disabled machine incorrectly.

Block the machine to prevent movement before
releasing the brakes. The machine can roll free if
it is not blocked.

Follow the recommendations below, to properly
perform the towing procedure.

NOTICE
When you are towing the machine, the cross over re-
lief valves must be adjusted. If the cross over relief
valves are not adjusted, the hydraulic pump will be
damaged.

These towing instructions are for moving a disabled
machine for a short distance at low speed. Move the
machine at a speed of 2 km/h (1.2 mph) or less to
a convenient location for repair. These instructions
are only for emergencies. Always haul the machine if
long distance moving is required.

Shields must be provided on both machines. This
will protect the operator if the tow line breaks or the
tow bar breaks.

Do not permit an operator to be on the machine that
is being towed unless the operator can control the
steering and/or the brakes.

Before you tow the machine, make sure that the tow
line or the tow bar is in good condition. Make sure
that the tow line or the tow bar has enough strength
for the conditions that are involved. The strength of
the tow line or of the tow bar should be at least 150
percent of the gross weight of the machine that is
being towed. This pertains to a disabled machine that
is stuck in the mud and to towing a disabled machine
on a grade.

g00693153Illustration 105

g00693154Illustration 106

When you tow the machine from the front, attach the
tow line to the tow eyes on the frame. When you tow
the machine from the rear, attach the tow line to the
towing pin.

Do not use a chain for pulling a disabled machine. A
chain link can break. This may cause personal injury.
Use a wire cable with ends that have loops or rings.
Place an observer in a safe position in order to watch
the pulling procedure. The observer can stop the
procedure, if necessary. The procedure should be
stopped if the cable starts to break. Also, stop the
procedure if the cable starts to unravel. Stop pulling
whenever the towing machine moves without moving
the towed machine.

Keep the tow line angle to a minimum. Do not exceed
a 30 degree angle from the straight ahead position.

Quick machine movement could overload the tow
line or the tow bar. This could cause the tow line
or the tow bar to break. Gradual, steady machine
movement will be more effective.
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Normally, the towing machine should be as large
as the disabled machine. Make sure that the towing
machine has enough brake capacity, enough weight,
and enough power. The towing machine must be
able to control both machines for the grade that is
involved and for the distance that is involved.

You must provide sufficient control and sufficient
braking when you are moving a disabled machine
downhill. This may require a larger towing machine or
additional machines that are connected to the rear of
the disabled machine. This will prevent the machine
from rolling away out of control.

All situation requirements cannot be listed. Minimal
towing machine capacity is required on smooth,
level surfaces. Maximum towing machine capacity is
required on surfaces that are in poor condition.

When any towed machine is loaded, this machine
must be equipped with a brake system that is
operable from the operator compartment.

Consult your Caterpillar dealer for the equipment that
is necessary for towing a disabled machine.

Towing with a Running Engine
If the engine is running, the machine can be towed for
a short distance under certain conditions. The power
train and the steering system must be operable.
Tow the machine for a short distance only. For
example, pull the machine out of mud or pull the
machine to the side of the road.

The operator on the towed machine must steer the
machine in the direction of the tow line.

Towing with a Stopped Engine
When the disabled machine’s engine is stopped,
perform the following steps before you tow the
machine.

1. Engage the parking brake and chock the wheels.

g00700941Illustration 107

2. Reverse the hydraulic steering hose connections
on the cylinders.

NOTICE
Be sure the cylinder hoses are connected correctly be-
fore operating the machine. With the hoses reversed,
the steering system will not function.

g00701066Illustration 108

3. Ensure that the pump has cooled before
performing the procedure.

g00693155Illustration 109

g00693156Illustration 110
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4. Two crossover relief valves must be adjusted in
order to tow the machine. In order to adjust the
relief valves, you must hold the adjustment nut (1)
while you are turning the plug (2) counterclockwise
for 1 to 2 turns.

5. Secure the tow bar to the disabled machine.

6. Remove the wheel blocks and release the parking
brake.

Note: Do not tow the machine faster than 2.0 km/h
(1.2 mph). Do not tow the machine longer than 1 km
(0.62 miles). Stop the machine after 300 m (984 ft)
and allow the machine to rest for 3 minutes.

NOTICE
Release the parking brake to prevent excessive wear
and damage to the parking brake system, when tow-
ing the machine.

The procedure formanual release of the parking brake
is outlined in the next topic, Parking Brake Manual
Release.

7. After towing is complete, tighten the crossover
relief valves to 10 N·m (7.4 lb ft).

Personal injury or death can result from a brake
malfunction.

Be sure all necessary repairs and adjustments
have been made before a machine that has been
towed to a service area, is put back into operation.

i01296154

Parking Brake Manual Release
SMCS Code: 4267; 7000

Personal injury or death can result from a brake
malfunction. Do not operate the machine if the
parking brake was engaged due to a malfunction
of the hydraulic oil system or the service brakes.

Correct any problem before attempting to operate
the machine.

1. Use wheel blocks to prevent the machine from
rolling away when the parking brake is released.

g00686662Illustration 111

2. Connect the steering frame lock link.

g00686666Illustration 112

3. Remove the cotter pin (1) from the clevis assembly
(2). The assembly should move freely.

4. Perform the necessary repairs.
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Maintenance Section

Torque Specifications
i00076762

Torques for Ground Engaging
Tool Bolts
SMCS Code: 6800; 7000

Table 3

Recommended Torque(1)
Bolt Size

N·m lb ft

5/8 inch 270 ± 40 200 ± 30

3/4 inch 475 ± 60 350 ± 45

7/8 inch 750 ± 90 550 ± 65

1 inch 1150 ± 150 850 ± 110

1 1/4 inch 2300 ± 300 1700 ± 220
(1) These values are only for Caterpillar bolts for cutting edges.

i01252954

General Torque Information
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

Mismatched or incorrect fasteners can result in
damage or malfunction, or personal injury.

Take care to avoidmixing metric dimensioned fas-
teners and inch dimensioned fasteners.

Exceptions to these torques are given in the Service
Manual, if necessary.

Prior to installation of any hardware, ensure that
components are in near new condition. Bolts and
threads must not be worn or damaged. Threads
must not have burrs or nicks. Hardware must be free
of rust and corrosion. Clean the hardware with a
noncorrosive cleaner. Do not lubricate the fastener
threads except for the rust preventive. The rust
preventive should be applied by the supplier of that
component for purposes of shipping and storage.
Other applications for lubricating components may
also be specified in the Service Manual.

i00621349

Standard Torque for Inch
Fasteners
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000; 7553

Table 4

Inch Nuts and Bolts

Thread Size
Inch Standard Torque

1/4 12 ± 3 N·m (9 ± 2 lb ft)

5/16 25 ± 6 N·m (18 ± 4 lb ft)

3/8 47 ± 9 N·m (35 ± 7 lb ft)

7/16 70 ± 15 N·m (50 ± 11 lb ft)

1/2 105 ± 20 N·m (75 ± 15 lb ft)

9/16 160 ± 30 N·m (120 ± 22 lb ft)

5/8 215 ± 40 N·m (160 ± 30 lb ft)

3/4 370 ± 50 N·m (275 ± 37 lb ft)

7/8 620 ± 80 N·m (460 ± 60 lb ft)

1 900 ± 100 N·m (660 ± 75 lb ft)

1 1/8 1300 ± 150 N·m (960 ± 110 lb ft)

1 1/4 1800 ± 200 N·m (1320 ± 150 lb ft)

1 3/8 2400 ± 300 N·m (1780 ± 220 lb ft)

1 1/2 3100 ± 350 N·m (2280 ± 260 lb ft)

Table 5

Inch Taperlock Studs

Thread Size
Inch Standard Torque

1/4 8 ± 3 N·m (6 ± 2 lb ft)

5/16 17 ± 5 N·m (13 ± 4 lb ft)

3/8 35 ± 5 N·m (26 ± 4 lb ft)

7/16 45 ± 10 N·m (33 ± 7 lb ft)

1/2 65 ± 10 N·m (48 ± 7 lb ft)

5/8 110 ± 20 N·m (80 ± 15 lb ft)

3/4 170 ± 30 N·m (125 ± 22 lb ft)

7/8 260 ± 40 N·m (190 ± 30 lb ft)

1 400 ± 60 N·m (300 ± 44 lb ft)

1 1/8 525 ± 60 N·m (390 ± 44 lb ft)

1 1/4 750 ± 80 N·m (550 ± 60 lb ft)

1 3/8 950 ± 125 N·m (700 ± 90 lb ft)

1 1/2 1200 ± 150 N·m (880 ± 110 lb ft)
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i00621350

Standard Torque for Metric
Fasteners
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000; 7553

Table 6

Metric Nuts and Bolts

Thread Size
Metric Standard Torque

M6 12 ± 3 N·m (9 ± 2 lb ft)

M8 28 ± 7 N·m (21 ± 5 lb ft)

M10 55 ± 10 N·m (41 ± 7 lb ft)

M12 100 ± 20 N·m (75 ± 15 lb ft)

M14 160 ± 30 N·m (120 ± 22 lb ft)

M16 240 ± 40 N·m (175 ± 30 lb ft)

M20 460 ± 60 N·m (340 ± 44 lb ft)

M24 800 ± 100 N·m (590 ± 75 lb ft)

M30 1600 ± 200 N·m (1180 ± 150 lb ft)

M36 2700 ± 300 N·m (2000 ± 220 lb ft)

Table 7

Metric Taperlock Studs

Thread Size
Metric Standard Torque

M6 8 ± 3 N·m (6 ± 2 lb ft)

M8 17 ± 5 N·m (13 ± 4 lb ft)

M10 35 ± 5 N·m (26 ± 4 lb ft)

M12 65 ± 10 N·m (48 ± 7 lb ft)

M16 110 ± 20 N·m (80 ± 15 lb ft)

M20 170 ± 30 N·m (125 ± 22 lb ft)

M24 400 ± 60 N·m (300 ± 44 lb ft)

M30 750 ± 80 N·m (550 ± 60 lb ft)

M36 1200 ± 150 N·m (880 ± 110 lb ft)

i01206505

Standard Torque for Worm
Drive Band Hose Clamps
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

g00280501Illustration 113

Table 8

Width of Clamp Initial Installation Torque
On New Hose

7.9 mm (0.31 inch) 0.9 ± 0.2 N·m (8 ± 2 lb in)

13.5 mm (0.53 inch) 4.5 ± 0.5 N·m (40 ± 4 lb in)

15.9 mm (0.63 inch) 7.5 ± 0.5 N·m (65 ± 4 lb in)

Width of Clamp Reassembly or Retightening
Torque

7.9 mm (0.31 inch) 0.7 ± 0.2 N·m (6 ± 2 lb in)

13.5 mm (0.53 inch) 3.0 ± 0.5 N·m (27 ± 4 lb in)

15.9 mm (0.63 inch) 4.5 ± 0.5 N·m (40 ± 4 lb in)

i01206414

Standard Torque for Constant
Torque Hose Clamps
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

Use a constant torque hose clamp in place of any
standard hose clamp. Ensure that the constant
torque hose clamp is the same size as the standard
hose clamp. Due to extreme temperature changes,
the hose will heat set. Heat setting can cause hose
clamps to loosen. Loose hose clamps can result in
leaks. There have been reports of component failures
that have been caused by hose clamps that have
loosened. The constant torque hose clamp will help
prevent these failures.

g00279591Illustration 114
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Use a torque wrench for proper installation of the
constant torque hose clamps. The constant torque
hose clamp is installed correctly under the following
conditions:

• Screw tip (1) extends 6.35 mm (0.25 inch) (X)
beyond the housing.

• The belleville washers are collapsed nearly flat
after screw (2) is tightened to a torque of 11 ± 1 N·m
(98 ± 9 lb in).
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Tire Inflation Information
i00095080

Tire Inflation with Air
SMCS Code: 4203

Use a self-attaching inflation chuck and stand be-
hind the tread when inflating a tire.

Proper inflation equipment, and training in using
the equipment, are necessary to avoid overinfla-
tion. A tire blowout or rim failure can result from
improper or misused equipment.

Before inflating tire, install on the machine or put
tire in restraining device.

NOTICE
Set the tire inflation equipment regulator at no more
than 140 kPa (20 psi) over the recommended tire
pressure.

Consult your Caterpillar dealer for operating
pressures.

i01252924

Tire Inflation with Nitrogen
SMCS Code: 4203

Caterpillar recommends the use of dry nitrogen gas
for tire inflation and for tire pressure adjustments.
This includes all machines with rubber tires. Nitrogen
is an inert gas that will not aid combustion inside the
tire.

Proper nitrogen inflation equipment, and training
in using the equipment, are necessary to avoid
over inflation. A tire blowout or rim failure can re-
sult from improper ormisused equipment and per-
sonal injury or death can occur.

A tire blowout and/or rim failure can occur if the in-
flation equipment is not used correctly, due to the
fact that a fully charged nitrogen cylinder’s pres-
sure is approximately 15000 kPa (2200 psi).

There are other benefits to using nitrogen in addition
to reducing the risk of an explosion. The use of
nitrogen for tire inflation lessens the slow oxidation
of the rubber. Use of nitrogen also slows gradual tire
deterioration. This is especially important for tires
that are expected to have a long service life of at
least four years. Nitrogen reduces the corrosion of
rim components. Nitrogen also reduces problems
that result from disassembly.

A tire blowout or a rim failure can cause personal
injury.

Use a self-attaching inflation chuck and stand be-
hind the tread when inflating a tire, to prevent per-
sonal injury.

Note: Do not set the tire inflation equipment regulator
higher than 140 kPa (20 psi) over the recommended
tire pressure.

Use 6V-4040 Inflation Group or an equivalent
inflation group to inflate tires with a nitrogen gas
cylinder. Refer to Special Instruction, SMHS7867 for
tire inflation instructions.

For nitrogen inflation, use the same tire pressures
that are used for air inflation. Consult your tire dealer
for operating pressures.

i01308540

Tire Shipping Pressure
SMCS Code: 4203; 7500

The tire inflation pressures that are shown in the
following table are cold inflation pressures for tires on
Caterpillar machines and shipping pressures for tires
on Caterpillar machines.

Table 9

Shipping
PressureSize

Ply Rating
or

Strength
Index kPa psi

16.9-24 (Front) 10 PR 250 36

16.9-24 (Rear) 10 PR 150 22

The operating inflation pressure is based on the
following conditions.

• The weight of a ready-to-work machine without
attachments

• The rated payload
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• Average operating conditions.

Tire inflation pressures for each application may vary.
These tire inflation pressures should be obtained
from your tire supplier.

i00059733

Tire Inflation Pressure
Adjustment
SMCS Code: 4203

The tire pressure in a warm shop area (18° to 21°C
(65° to 70°F) average temperature) will significantly
change when you move the machine into freezing
temperatures. If you inflate the tire to the correct
pressure in a warm shop, the tire will be underinflated
in freezing temperatures. Low pressure shortens the
life of a tire.

When you operate the machine in freezing
temperatures, see Operation and Maintenance
Manual, SEBU5898, “Cold Weather
Recommendations”.
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S·O·S Scheduled Fluid
Sampling

i01308593

Sampling Interval and Location
of Sampling Valve
SMCS Code: 1348; 3080; 4070; 4250; 4300; 5050;
7542

Caterpillar recommends the use of the S·O·S oil
analysis program in order to monitor the condition of
your equipment. The S·O·S oil analysis program will
complement your preventive maintenance program.

Take the oil samples as close as possible to the
standard intervals. In order to receive the full
value from S·O·S oil analysis, you must establish
a consistent trend of data. In order to establish
a pertinent history of data, perform consistent oil
samplings that are evenly spaced.

There are two ways to obtain S·O·S oil samples.
The following methods are listed in the order that is
preferred:

• Use an in-line sampling valve for pressurized oil
systems.

• Use a sampling gun that is inserted into the sump.

NOTICE
Do not use the same vacuum sampling pump for ex-
tracting oil samples that is used for extracting coolant
samples.

A small residue of either type sample may remain in
the pump and may cause a false positive analysis for
the sample being taken.

Always use a designated pump for oil sampling and a
designated pump for coolant sampling.

Failure to do so may cause a false analysis which
could lead to customer and dealer concerns.

g00704557Illustration 115
Sampling Port for the Engine Oil

g00704563Illustration 116
Sampling Port for the Hydraulic Oil

g00688310Illustration 117

Sampling Port for the Hydrostatic Drive Oil
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g00687941Illustration 118
Sampling Port for the Differential and Final Drive Oil

Table 10

Compartment Recommended Oil Change
Interval

Recommended Sampling
Interval

Sampling Valve Oil
Type

Engine 250 Hours 250 Hours No DEO

Hydraulics 1000 Hours 500 Hours Yes HYDO

Hydrostatic Drive
Box 2000 Hours 500 Hours No TDTO

Differential and
Final Drive 2000 Hours 500 Hours No TDTO

Consult your Caterpillar dealer for complete
information and assistance in establishing an S·O·S
program for your equipment.
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Lubricant Viscosities and
Refill Capacities

i00804931

Lubricant Viscosities
SMCS Code: 7581

The proper oil viscosity grade is determined by the
minimum outside temperature when the machine
is started. The proper oil viscosity grade is also
determined by the maximum outside temperature
while the machine is operated. Use the column that is
called “Min” on the table to determine the oil viscosity
grade that is required for starting a cold machine and
for operating a cold machine. Use the column that is
called “Max” on the table to select the oil viscosity
grade for operating the machine at the highest
temperature that is anticipated. Use the oil that has
the highest viscosity for the ambient temperature
when you start the machine.

Machines that are continuously operated should use
oils that have a higher viscosity in the final drives and
differentials in order to maintain the highest possible
oil film thickness. Consult your dealer if additional
information is needed.

Table 11

Lubricant Viscosities for Ambient Temperatures

°C °F
Compartment or System Oil Type and Classification Oil Viscosities

Min Max Min Max

SAE 0W20 −40 0 −40 32

SAE 0W30 −40 10 −40 50

SAE 5W30 −30 10 −22 50

SAE 10W −30 0 −22 32

SAE 30 −25 25 −13 77

SAE 50 −15 50 5 122

Final Drives, Differentials,
and Hydrostatic Drive Box

Caterpillar TDTO
Caterpillar TO-4

SAE 60 5 50 41 122
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Table 12

Lubricant Viscosities for Ambient Temperatures

°C °F
Compartment or System Oil Type and Classification Oil Viscosities

Min Max Min Max

SAE 0W20 −40 10 −40 50

SAE 0W30 −40 30 −40 86

SAE 5W30 −30 30 −22 86

SAE 5W40 −30 40 −22 104

SAE 10W30 −20 40 −4 104

Engine Crankcase
Caterpillar Multigrade DEO

API CG-4
API CF-4

SAE 15W40 −15 50 5 122

SAE 0W20 −40 40 −40 104

SAE 0W30 −40 40 −40 104

SAE 5W30 −30 40 −22 104

SAE 5W40 −30 40 −22 104

SAE 10W −20 40 −4 104

SAE 30 10 50 50 122

SAE 10W30 −20 40 −4 104

SAE 15W40 −15 50 5 122

Caterpillar MTO −25 50 5 104

Hydraulic Systems and
Hydrostatic Transmission

Caterpillar HYDO
Caterpillar DEO
Caterpillar TDTO
Caterpillar MTO

API CG-4
API CF-4
API CF

Caterpillar TO-4

BIO HYDO-
HEES(1) −25 43 −13 110

(1) For BIO HYDO (HEES) oil, tank temperatures should not exceed 100°C (212°F). Do not use BIO HYDO (HEES) oil in hydraulic systems
with clutches or brakes. Do not use BIO HYDO (HEES) oil in machine hydraulic systems with jacket water cooling such as large track-type
tractors or off-highway trucks.

i01301887

Refill Capacities
SMCS Code: 7560

Table 13

APPROXIMATE REFILL CAPACITIES

Compartment or
System

Liters US
Gallons

Imperial
Gallons

Cooling System 28 7.4 6.2

Hydraulic Tank 70.0 18.5 15.4

Fuel Tank 120 31.7 26.4

Engine Crankcase 13 3.4 2.9

Brake Reservoir 1.0 0.3 0.2

Front Differential 15 3.96 3.3

Rear Differential
and Hydrostatic
Drive Box

19 5.0 4.2
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Maintenance Parts
i01324685

Maintenance Parts List
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

Table 14

MAINTENANCE PARTS FOR 910G WHEEL LOADERS

Description Part Number Quantity Location

Wiper Blade 114-6389 1 Windshield Wiper

Wiper Blade 6V-7419 1 Windshield Wiper

Bleeder Screw 5H-3701 2 Axle Housing

Relief Fitting 8T-0336 2 Axle Housing

Light Bulb 4Y-4829 2 Head Lights

Light Bulb 9X-3463 4 Flood Light

Light Bulb 135-6489 1 Stop and Tail Lamp

Light Bulb 4Y-3417 1 Turn Signal and Clearance

Cap (Windshield Washer
Reservoir)

3W-6398 1 Windshield Washer
Reservoir

Hydraulic Tank Filler Cap 7H-1447 1 Hydraulic Tank

Fuel Cap 7X-7700 1 Fuel Tank

Circuit Breaker (60 Amp) 9S-0174 2 Engine Wiring

Primary Filter Element 131-8902 1 Air Cleaner

Secondary Filter Element 131-8903 1 Air Cleaner

Filter Element 1G-8878 2 Hydraulic System

External Filter Element 111-8738 1 Cab Air Filter

Breather Element 130-4634 1 Hydraulic Tank

Filter Element 151-2409 1 Fuel System

Filter Element 1R-0714 1 Engine Lubrication System

Internal Filter Element 113-0305 2 Cab Air Filter

Filter Screen 8T-5913 2 Windshield Washer
Reservoir

Flasher 3Y-9287 1 Center Dash Panel

Fuse (5 Amp) 141-2759 2 Fuse Panel

Fuse (10 Amp) 113-8490 15 Fuse Panel

Fuse (15 Amp) 113-8491 3 Fuse Panel

Fuse (20 Amp) 113-8492 2 Fuse Panel

Relay 158-5089 3 Fuse Panel

Key 5P-8500 1 Tool Box

Key 8H-5306 1 Battery Disconnect Switch

Lamp Assembly 107-6032 1 Interior Dome Lamp
(continued)
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(Table 14, contd)

MAINTENANCE PARTS FOR 910G WHEEL LOADERS

Description Part Number Quantity Location

Lamp 112-5219 1 Interior Dome Lamp

Miniature Lamp 115-1748 14 Indicator Lamps

Miniature Lamp 4Y-3414 2 Rear Lights

Miniature Lamp 4Y-3415 4 Turn Signals and Rear
Roading Lights

Padlock 5P-8502 1 Toolbox

Strainer 9J-3047 1 Hydraulic Tank Filler Opening

Strainer 110-3024 1 Hydraulic Tank

V-Belt 1P-3085 1 Air Conditioner Compressor

V-Belt Set (Two Belts) 5I-8115 1 Alternator
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i01305548

Maintenance Interval Schedule
SMCS Code: 7000

Note: All safety information, warnings, and
instructions must be read and understood before
you perform any operation or any maintenance
procedure.

Before each consecutive interval is performed, all
of the maintenance requirements from the previous
interval must also be performed.

The normal oil change interval is Every 500 Service
Hours or Three Months. If the engine is operated
under severe conditions or if the oil is not Caterpillar
oil, change the oil after Every 250 Service Hours
or after One Month. Severe conditions include the
following factors: high temperatures, continuous high
loads, and extremely dusty conditions.

Refer to the results of the S·O·S oil analysis in order
to determine if the oil change interval should be
decreased to 250 hours. Consult your Caterpillar
Dealer for detailed information regarding the optimum
oil change interval.

When Required

Battery - Recycle .................................................. 73
Battery Electrolyte Level - Check .......................... 74
Battery, Battery Cable or Battery Disconnect Switch -
Replace ............................................................... 74
Bucket Cutting Edges - Inspect/Replace .............. 77
Bucket Tips - Inspect/Replace .............................. 78
Bucket Wear Plates - Inspect/Replace ................. 79
Circuit Breakers and Fuses - Reset/Replace ........ 80
Engine Air Filter Primary Element - Clean/
Replace ............................................................... 90
Engine Air Filter Secondary Element - Replace ... 91
Engine Air Filter Service Indicator -
Inspect/Replace .................................................. 92
Fuel System Priming Pump - Operate .................. 98
Fuel Tank Water and Sediment - Drain ............... 101
Oil Filter - Inspect ................................................ 105
Radiator Core - Clean ......................................... 106
Window Washer Reservoir - Fill ........................... 113
Window Wipers - Inspect/Replace ....................... 113

Every 10 Service Hours or Daily

Backup Alarm - Test .............................................. 72
Cab Air Filter - Clean/Replace .............................. 79
Cooling System Level - Check .............................. 86
Engine Oil Level - Check ...................................... 93
Fuel System Water Separator - Drain ................... 99
Hydraulic System Oil Level - Check ................... 104
Seat Belt - Inspect .............................................. 106
Tire Inflation - Check ........................................... 107
Walk-Around Inspection ....................................... 112

Wheel Nut Torque - Check ................................... 112
Windows - Clean .................................................. 113

Every 50 Service Hours or Weekly

Bucket Pivot Pin - Lubricate .................................. 78
Lift Arm and Cylinder Linkage - Lubricate ........... 105
Tilt Cylinder Bearings and Bucket Linkage Bearings -
Lubricate ........................................................... 107

Every 100 Service Hours or 2 Weeks

Articulation Bearings - Lubricate ........................... 71
Axle Oscillation Bearings - Lubricate .................... 72
Drive Shaft Spline - Lubricate ............................... 89
Steering Cylinder Bearings - Lubricate ............... 106

Every 250 Service Hours or Monthly

Air Conditioner - Test ............................................ 71
Battery - Inspect .................................................... 73
Braking System - Test ........................................... 76
Cooling System Coolant Additive (DEAC) - Add .. 84
Differential and Final Drive Oil Level - Check ....... 89
Engine Oil and Filter - Change ............................. 94
Transfer Drive (Hydrostatic) Oil Level - Check ... 109
V-Belts - Inspect/Adjust/Replace ......................... 110

Every 500 Service Hours or 3 Months

Drive Shaft Universal Joints - Lubricate ................ 90
Fuel System Primary Filter - Replace ................... 97
Fuel System Water Separator Element -
Replace ............................................................. 100
Fuel Tank Cap - Clean ........................................ 101
Hydraulic System Oil Filter - Replace ................. 103
Transfer Drive (Hydrostatic) Oil Sample -
Obtain ............................................................... 109

Every 1000 Service Hours or 6 Months

Cab Structure - Inspect ......................................... 80
Hydraulic System Oil - Change ........................... 102

Every 2000 Service Hours or 1 Year

Brake Discs - Check ............................................. 75
Differential and Final Drive Oil - Change .............. 88
Engine Crankcase Breather - Clean ..................... 93
Engine Valve Lash - Check ................................... 97
Fuel Injection Timing - Check ............................... 97
Transfer Drive (Hydrostatic) Oil - Change ........... 108

Every 3000 Service Hours or 2 Years

Cooling System Coolant (DEAC) - Change .......... 82
Cooling System Coolant Extender (ELC) - Add .... 85
Cooling System Water Temperature Regulator -
Clean/Replace .................................................... 86

Every 6000 Service Hours or 4 Years

Cooling System Coolant (ELC) - Change ............. 84
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Air Conditioner - Test

i01281768

Air Conditioner - Test
SMCS Code: 7320-081

Inhaling air conditioner refrigerant gas through a
lit cigarette or other smoking method or inhaling
fumes released from a flame contacting air con-
ditioner refrigerant gas can cause bodily harm or
death. Do not smoke when servicing air condition-
ers or wherever refrigerant gas may be present.

1. Start the engine and run the engine at high idle.

g00679605Illustration 119

2. Press the top of the air conditioner switch (1).

3. Set the air conditioner temperature control knob
(2) to the setting for maximum cooling. Set the fan
control knob (3) to HIGH.

4. Allow the air conditioning system to stabilize for
two minutes.

g00679607Illustration 120

g00683300Illustration 121

5. Open the rear door for the engine on the back
side of the machine. Use the prop rod to hold the
rear door open.

g00679606Illustration 122

6. To check the system for refrigerant, feel the
suction line (1) and the discharge line (2).

If the system contains refrigerant, the discharge
line will be warmer than the suction line.

If the system does not contain refrigerant or the
system is very low on refrigerant, poor cooling
will result.

7. Close the rear door for the engine.

i01290486

Articulation Bearings -
Lubricate
SMCS Code: 7057-086-BD; 7065-086-BD;
7066-086-BD

Wipe the grease fittings before you lubricate the
grease fittings.
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Axle Oscillation Bearings - Lubricate

g00689713Illustration 123

g00689711Illustration 124

Apply lubricant to one grease fitting on the upper
pivot bearing (1).

Apply lubricant to one grease fitting on the lower
pivot bearing (2).

i01301361

Axle Oscillation Bearings -
Lubricate
SMCS Code: 3268-086-BD; 3278-086-BD

Wipe the grease fittings before you lubricate the
grease fittings.

g00689805Illustration 125

The grease fittings for the axle oscillation bearings
are located on the underside of the machine.

g00689938Illustration 126

Apply lubricant to the grease fitting in the front
trunnion of the rear axle and to the grease fitting in
the rear trunnion of the rear axle.

i01322616

Backup Alarm - Test
SMCS Code: 7406-081

Turn the engine start switch key to ON in order to
perform the test.

Apply the service brake. Move the direction control
lever to REVERSE position.

The backup alarm should immediately sound. The
backup alarm will continue to sound until the direction
control lever is moved to the NEUTRAL position or to
the FORWARD position.
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Battery - Inspect

g00102237Illustration 127

A three-position switch at the rear of the backup
alarm regulates the intensity of sound.

The alarm is set at the highest sound level when
the machine is shipped from the factory. The setting
should remain on high, unless the job site requires a
lower intensity of sound.

i01310241

Battery - Inspect
SMCS Code: 1401-040

g00691023Illustration 128

g00694462Illustration 129

The batteries are located on the left and right sides
of the machine. There is an access panel in order to
gain access to each battery.

Tighten the battery retainers on all batteries at every
1000 hour interval.

Perform the following procedures at every 1000 hour
interval. Check the following areas more often, as
required:

• Clean the top of the batteries with a clean cloth.

• Keep the terminals clean and coat the terminals
with petroleum jelly.

• Keep the terminal covers in place.

1. Open the access door.

2. Clean the top of the batteries with a clean
cloth. Keep the terminals clean and coated with
petroleum jelly. Install the terminal covers after
you coat the terminals.

3. Close the access door.

i01176086

Battery - Recycle
SMCS Code: 1401-561

1. Always recycle a battery. Never discard a battery.

2. Always return used batteries to one of the
following locations.

• A battery supplier

• An authorized battery collection facility

• Recycling facility
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Battery Electrolyte Level - Check

i01310461

Battery Electrolyte Level -
Check
SMCS Code: 1401-535-FLV

Table 15

THE TABLE FOR THE BATTERY ELECTROLYTE

Battery Interval

Conventional 100 Hours

Low Maintenance 250 Hours

Maintenance Free Maintenance Free

Tighten the battery retainers on all of the machines.
Tighten the battery retainers at every 1000 hours.

Check the following items at every 1000 hours. If
necessary, check the following items more often.

• Clean the top of the batteries with a clean cloth.

• Clean the battery terminals. As needed, coat the
battery terminals with petroleum jelly.

A battery should not require more than 30 cc (1 oz)
of water per cell per week. This should exist with the
proper charging rate and with a moderate climate.

In extreme temperatures, check the water in the cells
weekly.

g00691023Illustration 130

g00694462Illustration 131

The batteries are located on the left and right sides
of the machine. There is an access panel in order to
gain access to each battery.

1. Open the access doors.

2. Clean the battery surface with a clean cloth. Keep
the terminals clean and keep the terminals coated
with petroleum jelly. Install the post cover after you
coat the post with petroleum jelly.

3. Inspect the electrolyte level in each battery cell.
A maintenance free battery does not require
inspection. Maintain the electrolyte level to the
bottom of the filler openings. Use distilled water. If
distilled water is not available, use clean drinking
water.

4. Close the access doors.

i01310547

Battery, Battery Cable or
Battery Disconnect Switch -
Replace
SMCS Code: 1401-510; 1402-510; 1411-510

1. Turn the engine start switch to the OFF position.
Turn all switches to the OFF position.
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g00691023Illustration 132

g00694462Illustration 133

2. Open the access doors on both sides of the
machine.

3. If the machine is equipped with a battery
disconnect switch, turn the switch to OFF. Remove
the battery disconnect switch key.

Note: If the machine is not equipped with a battery
disconnect switch, disconnect the negative battery
cable from the frame. Then, continue with step 5.

NOTICE
Do not allow the disconnected battery cable to contact
the disconnect switch.

4. At the battery disconnect switch, disconnect the
negative battery cable that is connected to the
frame.

g00700601Illustration 134

5. Disconnect the negative battery cable at the
battery.

Note: In order to replace the batteries, the access
doors must be removed.

6. Perform the necessary repairs. Replace the cable
or the batteries, as needed.

7. Connect the negative battery cable at the battery.

8. Connect the battery cable at the battery disconnect
switch, if equipped. If the machine is not equipped
with a battery disconnect switch, connect the
negative cable to the frame.

9. Install the battery disconnect switch key. Turn the
battery disconnect switch (if equipped) to ON.

i01297398

Brake Discs - Check
SMCS Code: 4255-535

g00687293Illustration 135
Inspection Plugs (Front)
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Braking System - Test

g00687297Illustration 136
Inspection Plugs (Rear)

The plugs for brake inspection are located on the
axles. Measure the thickness of the brake discs.

If the thickness of the brake discs is 4.94 mm
(0.195 inch) or less, replace the brake discs. If the
thickness of the oil grooves is 0.81 mm (0.032 inch)
or less, change the brake discs.

Refer to Disassembly and Assembly, RENR3556,
“Brake and Planetary-Disassemble”.

i01310366

Braking System - Test
SMCS Code: 4011-081; 4267-081

Service Brake Holding Ability Test
Check the area around the machine. Make sure
that the machine is clear of personnel and clear of
obstacles.

Test the brakes on a dry, level surface.

Fasten the seat belt before you test the brakes.

The following tests are used to determine if the
service brake is functional. These tests are not
intended to measure the maximum brake holding
effort. The brake holding effort that is required to
sustain a machine at a specific engine rpm varies
depending on the machine. The variations are the
differences in the engine setting, in the power train
efficiency, and in the brake holding ability, etc.

Note: In order to perform this test, the inching valve
will need to be neutralized.

g00708722Illustration 137

The master cylinder is located under the cab on the
left side of the machine. Rod (1) connects the inching
valve to the master cylinder for the service brakes.

1. Disconnect rod (1) from lever (2).

Note: Lever (2) must be fully forward in order to
prevent the inching valve from actuating during the
remainder of the test procedure.

2. Start the engine. Raise the bucket slightly.

3. Apply the service brake. Release the parking
brake.

4. Move the direction control lever to FORWARD.

5. Gradually increase the engine speed to the middle
RPM range. The machine should not move.

If the machine begins to move, reduce the engine
speed immediately and engage the parking brake.

6. Reduce the engine speed to low idle. Move the
direction control lever to NEUTRAL. Engage the
parking brake. Lower the bucket to the ground.
Stop the engine.

NOTICE
If the machine moved while testing the brakes, contact
your Caterpillar dealer. Have the dealer inspect and,
if necessary, repair the service brake before returning
the machine to operation.

Secondary Brake Holding Ability
Test
Check the area around the machine. Make sure
that the machine is clear of personnel and clear of
obstacles.
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Bucket Cutting Edges - Inspect/Replace

Test the brakes on a dry, level surface.

Fasten the seat belt before you test the brakes.

The following tests are used to determine if the
parking brake is functional. These tests are not
intended to measure the maximum brake holding
effort. The brake holding effort that is required to
sustain a machine at a specific engine rpm will vary
depending on the machine. The variations are the
differences in the engine setting, in the power train
efficiency, and in the brake holding ability, etc.

1. Remove the plate in order to access the relay
assembly. The plate is located on the lower right
side of the cab by the door.

g00708724Illustration 138
Location of the relay for the parking brake and the relay for the
back up alarm

(1) Relay for the parking brake. (2) Relay for the back up alarm.

2. Disable the neutralizer by removing the relay for
the parking brake (1) and the relay for the back
up alarm (2).

g00708725Illustration 139
Jumper Wire Location

(3) Location B5. (4) Location C3.

3. Insert 2G-5298 Wire Assembly into the relay
assembly. Insert one end of the wire assembly
into location B5 (3). Insert the other end of the
wire assembly into location C3 (4).

Note: This will supply the power to the direction
control lever. The limit switch at the lever for parking
brake control will be neutralized. This will also
disable the backup lights and/or the backup alarm,
if equipped.

4. Start the engine. Raise the bucket slightly.

5. Engage the parking brake.

6. Move the direction control lever to FORWARD.

Note: The parking brake indicator light should come
on.

7. Gradually increase the engine speed to the middle
RPM range. The machine should not move.

If the machine begins to move, reduce the engine
speed immediately and apply the service brake
pedal.

8. Reduce the engine speed. Move the direction
control lever to NEUTRAL. Lower the bucket to
the ground. Stop the engine.

9. Remove 2G-5298 Wire Assembly and install the
relays for the parking brake and the back up alarm.

NOTICE
If the machine moved while testing the brakes, contact
your Caterpillar dealer.

Have the dealer inspect and, if necessary, repair the
parking brakes before returning the machine to oper-
ation.

i00058453

Bucket Cutting Edges -
Inspect/Replace
SMCS Code: 6801-040; 6801-510

Personal injury or death can result from bucket
falling.

Block the bucket before changing bucket cutting
edges.
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Bucket Pivot Pin - Lubricate

1. Raise the bucket. Place a block under the bucket.

2. Lower the bucket to the blocking.

Do not block up the bucket too high. Block up
the bucket so that the bucket is high enough to
remove the cutting edges and the end bits.

3. Remove the bolts. Remove the cutting edge and
the end bits.

4. Clean the contact surfaces.

5. Use the opposite side of the cutting edge, if this
side is not worn.

6. Install a new cutting edge, if both edges are worn.

7. Install the bolts. Tighten the bolts to the specified
torque. Refer to Operation and Maintenance
Manual, “Torques for Ground Engaging Tool
Bolts”.

8. Raise the bucket. Remove the blocks.

9. Lower the bucket to the ground.

10.After a few hours of operation, check the bolts
for proper torque.

i01297762

Bucket Pivot Pin - Lubricate
SMCS Code: 6101-086-BD; 6107-086-BD

Wipe all grease fittings before you lubricate the
grease fittings.

g00687539Illustration 140

Apply lubricant to the grease fittings for the lower
pivot pins and the upper pivot pin of the bucket.
There is a grease fitting for each side on the lower
pivot pins of the bucket.

g00687540Illustration 141

i00795946

Bucket Tips - Inspect/Replace
SMCS Code: 6805-040; 6805-510

Personal injury or death can result from bucket
falling.

Block the bucket before changing bucket tips.

1. Raise the bucket. Place a block under the bucket.

2. Lower the bucket to the blocking.

Do not block up the bucket too high. Block up
the bucket so that the bucket is high enough to
remove the cutting edges and the end bits.

3. Drive the pin out of the bucket tip from the retainer
side of the bucket tip. Remove the bucket tip and
the retainer.

4. Clean the adapter, the pin, and the retainer.
Replace any damaged parts. Install the retainer
in the groove.

5. The bucket tip should be installed over the
retainer. Install the bucket tip in the runner position
or in the digger position.

6. Drive the pin through the retainer, through the
adapter, and through the bucket tip from the side
that is opposite the retainer.
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Bucket Wear Plates - Inspect/Replace

i00058489

Bucket Wear Plates -
Inspect/Replace
SMCS Code: 6120-040; 6120-510

Personal injury or death can result from falling
bucket.

When working under or around the bucket or link-
age, with the bucket raised, proper support must
be provided for the bucket and/or the linkage.

Replace the wear plates before damage to the
bottom of the bucket occurs.

1. Raise the bucket and block up the bucket.

2. Loosen bolts and remove wear plates.

3. Install new wear plates. Tighten the bolts to the
specified torque. See Operation and Maintenance
Manual, “Torques for Ground Engaging Tool
Bolts”.

i01289485

Cab Air Filter - Clean/Replace
SMCS Code: 7342-070; 7342-510

Clean Filters
Note: Clean the filter elements more often in dusty
conditions. If there is a noticeable reduction in the
airflow from the air vents, check the filter elements.

g00683428Illustration 142

1. Remove the filter cover for the external cab air
filter. The filter cover is located on the left side of
the operator compartment under the steps.

2. Remove the filter elements. Clean the filter
elements with compressed air. You can also wash
the filter elements with a solution of warm water
and of a nonsudsing household detergent.

Do not wash the filter elements while the filter
elements are installed on the machine.

Do not spray water into the cab air filter when you
are washing the machine.

3. Rinse the filter elements in clean water. Air dry the
filter elements thoroughly.

4. Install the filter elements and replace the cover.

g00683426Illustration 143

5. Remove the filter cover for the internal cab air filter.
Remove the filter elements. The filter elements
are located near the left side of the operator seat.

Note: Raise the operator seat in order to remove the
filter elements.

6. Clean the filter elements with compressed air. You
can also wash the filter elements with a solution
of warm water and of a nonsudsing household
detergent.

7. Rinse the filter elements in clean water. Air dry the
filter elements thoroughly.

8. Replace any filter elements that are worn or
damaged.

9. Face the seal toward the parking brake lever when
you install the filter element.
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Cab Structure - Inspect

i01342022

Cab Structure - Inspect
SMCS Code: 7301-040

g00709681Illustration 144

1. Inspect the cab structure for loose bolts or for
damaged bolts. Replace any damaged bolts or
missing bolts with original equipment parts only.

a. Tighten the bolts (1), (2), and (3) that hold the
cab structure to the platform. Tighten the bolts
to a torque of 460 ± 60 N·m (339 ± 44 lb ft).
Tighten the bolts (1), (2), and (3) on either side
and then repeat the sequence.

b. Repeat step 1.a for the other side.

c. Tighten the bolts (4) to a torque of 460 ± 60 N·m
(339 ± 44 lb ft). Then repeat the sequence.

d. Tighten the bolts (5) that hold the platform
to the frame to a torque of 425 ± 50 N·m
(314 ± 36 lb ft). Then repeat the sequence.

Consult your Caterpillar dealer for repair of any
cracks in the cab structure.

i01259570

Circuit Breakers and Fuses -
Reset/Replace
SMCS Code: 1417-510; 1420-529

Circuit Breakers Reset

g00675790Illustration 145

The circuit breakers are located in the engine
compartment on the left side of the machine.

g00670300Illustration 146

Alternator Circuit Breaker (1) – This is a 60 Amp
circuit breaker.

Main Circuit Breaker (2) – This is a 60 Amp circuit
breaker.

Circuit Breaker Reset – Depress the button
in order to reset the circuit breaker. If the circuit
is functioning properly, the button will remain
depressed. If the button will not remain depressed,
check the appropriate electrical circuit.
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Circuit Breakers and Fuses - Reset/Replace

Fuse Replacement

g00670317Illustration 147

Fuses – Fuses protect the electrical system from
damage that is caused by overloaded circuits.
Replace the fuse if the element separates. If the
element of a new fuse separates, check the circuit.
Repair the circuit, if necessary.

NOTICE
Replace the fuses with the same type and size only.
Otherwise, electrical damage can result.

If it is necessary to replace fuses frequently, an electri-
cal problem may exist. Contact your Caterpillar dealer

The fuse panel is located on the console at the right
side of the cab.

g00670289Illustration 148

Flood Lights (1) – 15 Amp

Lighter (2) – 10 Amp

Windshield Wipers (3) – 10 Amp

Spare (4) – Open

Thermal Starting Aid(5) – 10 Amp

Radio (6) – 10 Amp

Spare (7) – Open

Spare (8) – Open

g00670293Illustration 149

Gauges and Indicator Lights (9) – 10 Amp

Brake Lights(10) – 10 Amp

Speed Control (11) – 5 Amp

Spare (12) – Open

Air Conditioner (13) – 20 Amp

Lift Kickout (14) – 10 Amp

Blowers (15) – 15 Amp

Spare (16) – Open

g00670295Illustration 150

Turn Signals (17) – 10 Amp

Miscellaneous Power (18) – 10 Amp

Spare (19) – Open

Forward Horn (20) – 10 Amp

Keyswitch (21) – 10 Amp
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Cooling System Coolant (DEAC) - Change

Spare (22) – Open

g00670296Illustration 151

Neutral Start (23) – Relay

Parking Brake (24) – Relay

Backup Alarm and Lights (25) – Relay

i01313448

Cooling System Coolant
(DEAC) - Change
SMCS Code: 1352-544; 1395-044

Pressurized system: Hot coolant can cause seri-
ous burn. To open cap, stop engine, wait until ra-
diator is cool. Then loosen cap slowly to relieve
the pressure.

Note: This procedure pertains to Caterpillar Diesel
Engine Antifreeze/Coolant (DEAC) only. This does
not pertain to machines that are shipped from
the factory with Extended Life Coolant (ELC) and
machines that are maintained with Extended Life
Coolant (ELC).

NOTICE
Do not change the coolant until you read and under-
stand the material in the Cooling System Specifica-
tions section.

Drain the coolant whenever the coolant is dirty or
whenever foaming is observed.

Note: Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual,
“General Hazard Information” for information on
Containing Fluid Spillage.

g00679607Illustration 152

g00683300Illustration 153

Open the rear door for the engine on the rear of the
machine. Use the prop rod to hold the rear door open.

The radiator cap is located on top of the radiator on
the right side of the machine.

g00693428Illustration 154

1. Remove the two bolts from the access plate.
Remove the access plate.
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Cooling System Coolant (DEAC) - Change

g00694659Illustration 155

2. Slowly loosen the radiator cap in order to relieve
system pressure. Remove the radiator cap.

g00695313Illustration 156

3. The drain valve is located on the bottom corner
of the radiator. Open the drain valve. Allow the
coolant to drain into a suitable container.

4. Close the drain valve. Fill the system with a
solution which consists of clean water and of
cooling system cleaner. The concentration of the
cooling system cleaner in the solution should be
between 6 percent and 10 percent.

5. Start the engine. Run the engine for 90 minutes.
Stop the engine. Drain the cleaning solution into a
suitable container.

6. While the engine is stopped, flush the system with
water. Flush the system until the draining water
is transparent.

7. Close the drain valve.

8. Add the coolant solution. See the following topics:

• Special Publications, SEBU6250-11, “Caterpillar
Machine Fluids Recommendations”

• Operation and Maintenance Manual, “Refill
Capacities”

Note: If you are using Caterpillar antifreeze, do not
add the supplemental coolant additive at this time
and/or change the element at this time.

9. Start the engine. Run the engine without the
radiator cap until the thermostat opens and the
coolant level stabilizes.

g00694462Illustration 157

10.Open the access door for the coolant overflow
reservoir.

g00694661Illustration 158

11.Maintain the coolant level between the “FULL”
and the “LOW” marks that are located on the
coolant overflow reservoir.

12. Install the radiator cap.

13.Stop the engine.

14.Close the rear door for the engine.
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Cooling System Coolant (ELC) - Change

i01313607

Cooling System Coolant (ELC)
- Change
SMCS Code: 1395-044-NL

Pressurized system: Hot coolant can cause seri-
ous burn. To open cap, stop engine, wait until ra-
diator is cool. Then loosen cap slowly to relieve
the pressure.

NOTICE
Mixing ELC with other products will reduce the effec-
tiveness of the coolant.

This could result in damage to cooling system compo-
nents.

If Caterpillar products are not available and com-
mercial products must be used, make sure they
have passed the Caterpillar EC-1 specification for
pre-mixed or concentrate coolants and Caterpillar
Extender.

For information about the addition of Extender to your
cooling system, see the Operation and Maintenance
Manual, “Cooling System Extended Life Coolant
Extender - Add” or consult your Caterpillar dealer.

Flushing the Extended Life Coolant
From the Cooling System
Some engines utilize Extended Life Coolant. See the
Operation and Maintenance Manual, “Maintenance
Interval Schedule” in order to determine the service
interval. If an Extended Life Coolant was previously
used, flush the cooling system with clean water. No
other cleaning agents are required.

Flushing a Standard Coolant From
the Cooling System
If you change the coolant of a machine to Extended
Life Coolant from another type of coolant, use a
Caterpillar cleaning agent to flush the cooling system.
After you drain the cooling system, thoroughly flush
the cooling system with clean water. All of the
cleaning agent must be removed from the cooling
system.

Note: See the Operation and Maintenance Manual,
“Cooling System Coolant (DEAC) - Change” for the
draining procedure and for the flushing procedure.

i01309188

Cooling System Coolant
Additive (DEAC) - Add
SMCS Code: 1352-544

Pressurized system: Hot coolant can cause seri-
ous burn. To open cap, stop engine, wait until ra-
diator is cool. Then loosen cap slowly to relieve
the pressure.

Note: This procedure pertains to Caterpillar Diesel
Engine Antifreeze/Coolant (DEAC) only. This
procedure does not pertain to machines that are
shipped from the factory with Extended Life Coolant
(ELC) and machines that are maintained with
Extended Life Coolant (ELC).

For all cooling system requirements, refer to Special
Publications, SEBU6250-11, “Caterpillar Machine
Fluids Recommendations”.

Use 8T-5296 Coolant Test Kit in order to check the
concentration.

NOTICE
Excessive additive (greater than the recommended
6% initial fill) together with concentrations of antifreeze
greater than 60% cause deposits to form and can re-
sult in radiator tube blockage and overheating.

Liquid Supplemental Coolant
Additive

g00693428Illustration 159

1. Remove the two bolts from the access plate.
Remove the access plate.
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Cooling System Coolant Extender (ELC) - Add

g00694659Illustration 160

2. Slowly loosen the radiator cap in order to relieve
system pressure. Remove the radiator cap.

3. If necessary, drain enough coolant from the
radiator in order to allow the addition of the liquid
coolant additive.

4. Add 0.24 Liters (.50 pint) of cooling system
additive for every 38 Liters (10 US Gallons) of
engine cooling capacity.

g00694462Illustration 161

g00694661Illustration 162

5. Open the access cover for the coolant overflow
reservoir.

6. Maintain the coolant level between the “FULL” and
“LOW” marks on the coolant overflow reservoir.

7. Close the access door.

8. Install the radiator cap.

9. Install the access plate.

i01313626

Cooling System Coolant
Extender (ELC) - Add
SMCS Code: 1352-544-NL

Pressurized system: Hot coolant can cause seri-
ous burn. To open cap, stop engine, wait until ra-
diator is cool. Then loose the cap slowly to relieve
the pressure.

When a Caterpillar Extended Life Coolant is
used, an extender must be added to the cooling
system. See the Operation and Maintenance
Manual, “Maintenance Interval Schedule” for the
proper service interval. The amount of extender is
determined by the cooling system capacity.

Table 16

RECOMMENDED AMOUNT OF EXTENDER BY
COOLING SYSTEM CAPACITY

Cooling System Capacity Recommended Amount
of Extender

22 to 30 L (6 to 8 US gal) 0.57 L (.60 qt)

30 to 38 L (8 to 10 US gal) 0.71 L (.75 qt)

38 to 49 L (10 to 13 US gal) 0.95 L (.95 qt)

49 to 64 L (13 to 17 US gal) 1.18 L (1.25 qt)

For additional information on the addition of extender,
refer to Special Publications, SEBU6250-11,
“Caterpillar Machine Fluids Recommendations” or
consult your Caterpillar dealer.
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Cooling System Level - Check

i01312943

Cooling System Level - Check
SMCS Code: 1395-535-FLV

Pressurized system: Hot coolant can cause seri-
ous burn. To open cap, stop engine, wait until ra-
diator is cool. Then loosen cap slowly to relieve
the pressure.

g00693428Illustration 163

1. The radiator cap is located on the top of the
radiator on the right side of the machine. Remove
the two bolts from the access plate. Remove the
access plate.

g00694659Illustration 164

2. Remove the radiator cap slowly in order to relieve
pressure.

g00694462Illustration 165

g00694661Illustration 166

3. Maintain the coolant level between the “FULL”
mark and the “LOW” mark on the coolant overflow
reservoir. If you need to add coolant daily, check
the cooling system for leaks.

4. Inspect the radiator cap seal. Replace the radiator
cap seal if the radiator cap seal is damaged.

5. Install the radiator cap.

i01301775

Cooling System Water
Temperature Regulator -
Clean/Replace
SMCS Code: 1355-070; 1355-510

Replace the thermostat on a regular basis in order to
reduce the chance of unscheduled downtime and of
problems with the cooling system. Failure to replace
the engine’s thermostat on a regularly scheduled
basis could cause severe engine damage.
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Cooling System Water Temperature Regulator - Clean/Replace

The thermostat should be replaced after the cooling
system has been cleaned. Replace the thermostat
while the cooling system is completely drained or
while the cooling system coolant is drained to a level
that is below the thermostat housing.

Note: If you are only replacing the thermostat, drain
the cooling system coolant to a level that is below
the thermostat housing.

Caterpillar engines incorporate a shunt design
cooling system. It is mandatory to always operate the
engine with a thermostat.

g00679607Illustration 167

g00683300Illustration 168

1. Open the rear door for the engine on the back
side of the machine. Use the prop rod to hold the
rear door open.

g00690122Illustration 169

2. Loosen the hose clamps (2) and remove the hose
(1) from the thermostat housing assembly.

3. Remove the bolts (4) from the thermostat housing
assembly (3). Remove the thermostat housing
assembly.

4. Remove the gasket, the thermostat, and the seal
from the thermostat housing assembly.

5. Clean the surface of the housing assembly.

6. Install a new seal in the thermostat housing
assembly. Install a new thermostat and a new
gasket. Install the thermostat housing assembly
on the engine cylinder head.

The thermostats can be reused under the following
conditions.

• The thermostat is tested and the thermostat
meets test specifications.

• The thermostat is not damaged.

• The thermostat does not have excessive
buildup of deposits.

7. Install the hose. Tighten the hose clamps.

8. Refill the cooling system. See Special
Publications, SEBU6250-11, “Caterpillar Machine
Fluids Recommendations” and Operation and
Maintenance Manual, “Refill Capacities”.
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Differential and Final Drive Oil - Change

i01298138

Differential and Final Drive Oil
- Change
SMCS Code: 3278-044-OC; 4011-044-OC

NOTICE
Care must be taken to ensure that fluids are contained
during performance of inspection, maintenance, test-
ing, adjusting and repair of the product. Be prepared to
collect the fluid with suitable containers before open-
ing any compartment or disassembling any compo-
nent containing fluids.

Refer to Special Publication, NENG2500, “Caterpillar
Tools and Shop Products Guide” for tools and supplies
suitable to collect and contain fluids on Caterpillar
products.

Dispose of all fluids according to local regulations and
mandates.

Wipe the covers and surfaces around openings
before you check the oil and before you add oil.

g00687946Illustration 170
Front Differential and Final Drive Drain Plug

g00687948Illustration 171
Rear Differential and Final Drive Drain Plug

1. Remove the drain plugs for the front differential
and for the rear differential. Allow the oil to drain
into a suitable container.

2. Clean the drain plugs and install the drain plugs.

g00687915Illustration 172
Dipstick/Fill Plug for the Front Differential and Final Drive

g00687941Illustration 173
Dipstick/Fill Plug for the Rear Differential and Final Drive

3. Remove the dipstick/fill plug for the front
differential and the dipstick/fill plug for the rear
differential.

4. Add 0.47 L (0.50 qt) of 1U-9891 Hydraulic Oil
Additive.

5. Fill the axles with oil. Maintain the oil between
the “ADD” mark and the “FULL” mark on the
dipstick/fill plug of each differential. See Operation
and Maintenance Manual, “Lubricant Viscosities”
and Operation and Maintenance Manual, “Refill
Capacities”.

Note: Install the dipstick/fill plug completely before
you check the oil level. If the dipstick/fill plug is not
installed completely, an incorrect oil level reading can
occur.
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Differential and Final Drive Oil Level - Check

6. Install the dipstick/fill plugs for each differential.
Operate the machine for a few minutes and allow
the oil to flow completely through the axles.
Remove the dipstick/fill plugs and recheck the oil
level. Add oil, if necessary.

7. Clean the dipstick/fill plugs and install the
dipstick/fill plugs for each differential.

i01298520

Differential and Final Drive Oil
Level - Check
SMCS Code: 3278-535-FLV; 4011-535-FLV

Wipe the area around the dipstick/fill plugs for the
differential and final drives before you remove the
plugs.

g00687915Illustration 174

Dipstick/Fill Plug for the Front Differential and Final Drive

g00687941Illustration 175
Dipstick/Fill Plug for the Rear Differential and Final Drive

1. Remove the dipstick/fill plug for the front
differential and final drive in order to check the oil
level.

2. The oil level should be between the “ADD” mark
and the “FULL” mark on the dipstick/fill plug. Add
oil, if necessary.

3. Clean the dipstick/fill plug and install the dipstick/fill
plug for the front differential and final drive.

4. Repeat step 1 to step 3 for the rear differential.

i01305484

Drive Shaft Spline - Lubricate
SMCS Code: 3253-086-SN; 3253

Wipe the grease fitting before you lubricate the
grease fitting.

NOTICE
To prevent damage to the seal, fully articulate the ma-
chine to the right or to the left, before lubricating the
spline.

1. Start the engine. Raise the bucket. Release the
parking brake. Fully articulate the machine to the
left or to the right.

2. Lower the bucket to the ground. Engage the
parking brake. Stop the engine.

g00691474Illustration 176

3. Apply lubricant to the grease fitting that is on the
drive shaft spline.

4. Start the engine. Raise the bucket. Release the
parking brake. Articulate the machine until the
machine is straight.

5. Lower the bucket until the bucket exerts a slight
downward pressure on the ground. Stop the
engine. Engage the parking brake.
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Drive Shaft Universal Joints - Lubricate

i01301604

Drive Shaft Universal Joints -
Lubricate
SMCS Code: 3251-086

Wipe the grease fittings before you lubricate the
grease fittings.

g00690022Illustration 177

Apply lubricant to the grease fitting for the universal
joint on the front of the drive shaft.

g00690019Illustration 178

Apply lubricant to the grease fitting for the universal
joint on the rear of the drive shaft.

i00058639

Engine Air Filter Primary
Element - Clean/Replace
SMCS Code: 1054-070-PY; 1054-510-PY

NOTICE
Do not clean the filter elements by bumping or tapping
them. Do not use filter elements with damaged pleats,
gaskets or seals. Engine damage can result.

Make sure the cleaned filter elements are completely
dry before installing into the filter housing. Water re-
maining in the elements can cause false indications
of contamination in Scheduled Oil Sampling test re-
sults.

The filter elements can be cleaned by using the
following methods:

• pressure air

• pressure water

• detergent washing

When you use pressure air, the maximum air
pressure is 205 kPa (30 psi). When you use pressure
water, the maximum water pressure is 280 kPa
(40 psi).

g00038608Illustration 179

1. When you clean the inside pleats and the outside
pleats, direct the air along the pleats or direct the
water along the pleats.

The element can be washed in a solution that
consists of warm water and of nonsudsing
household detergent. Fully rinse the pleats. Allow
the filter to air dry completely.

2. Inspect the filter elements after you clean the filter
elements. Do not use a filter if the pleats, the
gaskets or the seals are damaged.
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Engine Air Filter Secondary Element - Replace

3. Cover the clean filter elements. Store the elements
in a clean, dry location.

Replace the primary element after the primary
element has been cleaned six times. Also replace
the primary element if the primary element has
been in service for one year.

i01298537

Engine Air Filter Secondary
Element - Replace
SMCS Code: 1054-510-SE

NOTICE
Always replace the secondary filter element. Never
attempt to reuse it by cleaning.

The secondary filter element should be replaced at the
time the primary element is serviced for the third time.

The secondary filter element should also be replaced
if the yellow piston in the filter element indicator en-
ters the red zone after installation of a clean primary
element, or if the exhaust smoke is still black.

g00679607Illustration 180

g00683300Illustration 181

1. Open the rear door for the engine on the back
side of the machine. Use the prop rod to hold the
rear door open.

g00101864Illustration 182

2. Remove the air cleaner housing cover (1).

3. Remove the primary filter element (2) from the air
cleaner housing.

g00038606Illustration 183

4. Remove the secondary filter element.

g00101865Illustration 184

5. Cover the air inlet opening. Clean the inside of
the air cleaner housing.
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Engine Air Filter Service Indicator - Inspect/Replace

6. Inspect the gasket between the air inlet pipe and
the air cleaner housing. Replace the gasket if the
gasket is damaged.

7. Uncover the air inlet opening. Install a new
secondary element.

8. Install the primary element and the air cleaner
housing cover. Fasten the clips in order to secure
the air cleaner housing cover.

g00685301Illustration 185

9. Reset the filter element indicator.

10.Close the rear door for the engine.

i01343317

Engine Air Filter Service
Indicator - Inspect/Replace
SMCS Code: 7452-040

NOTICE
Service the air cleaner only with the engine stopped.
Engine damage could result if the air cleaner is ser-
viced while the engine is running.

g00679607Illustration 186

g00683300Illustration 187

Open the engine access door on the back side of the
machine. Use the prop rod to hold the engine access
door open.

g00685301Illustration 188

The filter service indicator is located inside the engine
access door on the right side of the machine.

Start the engine. Run the engine at high idle. If the
yellow piston in the filter service indicator enters the
red zone, service the air cleaner. Stop the engine.

Reset the engine air filter service indicator by
pressing the button on the engine air filter service
indicator.

If the engine air filter service indicator is nonfunctional,
replace the engine air filter service indicator.
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Engine Crankcase Breather - Clean

i01293622

Engine Crankcase Breather -
Clean
SMCS Code: 1317-070

g00679607Illustration 189

g00683300Illustration 190

Open the rear door for the engine on the back side
of the machine. Use the prop rod to hold the rear
door open.

g00685443Illustration 191

The breather is located next to the air cleaner.

1. Loosen the breather outlet hose clamp (1).
Remove the breather hose (2) from the
breather(3).

2. Remove the breather (3).

3. Check the condition of the breather seal. If the
used seal is damaged, replace the seal with a
new seal.

4. Wash the breather in a clean, nonflammable
solvent.

5. Shake the breather in order to dry the breather.
Pressure air may also be used to dry the breather.

6. Inspect the breather hose for damage. Replace
the breather hose, if necessary.

7. Install the breather.

8. Install the breather hose and breather outlet hose
clamp.

9. Close the rear door for the engine.

i01293917

Engine Oil Level - Check
SMCS Code: 1348-535-FLV

NOTICE
Do not overfill the crankcase. Engine damage can re-
sult.

g00679607Illustration 192
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Engine Oil and Filter - Change

g00683300Illustration 193

1. Open the rear door for the engine on the back
side of the machine. Use the prop rod to hold the
rear door open.

g00685620Illustration 194

g00104116Illustration 195

2. While the engine is stopped, maintain the oil level
between the “H” and “L” marks on the engine oil
dipstick (1).

g00685621Illustration 196

3. If necessary, remove the oil filler plug (2) and add
oil.

4. Clean the oil filler plug and install the oil filler plug.

5. Close the rear door for the engine.

i01316913

Engine Oil and Filter - Change
SMCS Code: 1308-510; 1348-044

NOTICE
Care must be taken to ensure that fluids are contained
during performance of inspection, maintenance, test-
ing, adjusting and repair of the product. Be prepared to
collect the fluid with suitable containers before open-
ing any compartment or disassembling any compo-
nent containing fluids.

Refer to Special Publication, NENG2500, “Caterpillar
Tools and Shop Products Guide” for tools and supplies
suitable to collect and contain fluids on Caterpillar
products.

Dispose of all fluids according to local regulations and
mandates.

Note: If the sulfur content in the fuel is greater than
1.5 percent by weight, use an oil that has a TBN of
30 and reduce the oil change interval by one-half.

Park the machine on a level surface and engage the
parking brake. Stop the engine.

Note: Drain the crankcase while the oil is warm. This
allows waste particles that are suspended in the oil to
drain. As the oil cools, the waste particles will settle
to the bottom of the crankcase. The particles will not
be removed by draining the oil and the particles will
recirculate in the engine lubrication system with the
new oil.
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Engine Oil and Filter - Change

There are two access covers that need to be removed
in order to gain access to the engine oil filter and the
crankcase drain valve.

g00701599Illustration 197

1. Remove five bolts (1) that secure the access
cover for the engine oil filter. Remove the access
cover (2).

g00701601Illustration 198

2. Remove five bolts (4) that secure the access
cover for the crankcase drain valve. Remove the
access cover (3).

Note: Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual,
“General Hazard Information” for information on
Containing Fluid Spillage.

g00697174Illustration 199

3. The crankcase drain valve (5) is located on the
bottom of the oil pan. Open the crankcase drain
valve and drain the oil into a suitable container.
Close the crankcase drain valve.

Note: Discard any drained fluids according to local
regulations.

g00697173Illustration 200

4. Remove the filter element (6) with a strap type
wrench. Refer to Operation and Maintenance
Manual, “Oil Filter - Inspect”.

5. Clean the filter mounting base with a clean cloth.
Make sure that the old filter gasket has been
removed.

6. Apply a thin film of clean engine oil to the sealing
surface of the new filter element.

7. Install the new filter element by hand. When the
gasket contacts the filter base, tighten the filter
for an additional 3/4 turn.
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Engine Oil and Filter - Change

g00701601Illustration 201

8. Install five bolts (4) and the cover (3).

g00701599Illustration 202

9. Install five bolts (1) and the cover (2).

g00679607Illustration 203

g00683300Illustration 204

10.Open the rear door for the engine on the back
side of the machine. Use the prop rod to hold the
rear door open.

g00697302Illustration 205

11.Remove the oil filler plug (7). Fill the crankcase
with new oil. Refer to Special Publications,
SEBU6250-11, “Caterpillar Machine Fluids
Recommendations” and Operation and
Maintenance Manual, “Refill Capacities”. Clean
the oil filler plug and install the oil filler plug.

NOTICE
Do not under fill or overfill engine crankcase with oil.
Either condition can cause engine damage.

12.Start the engine and allow the oil to warm. Check
for leaks.
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Engine Valve Lash - Check

g00697301Illustration 206

g00104116Illustration 207

13.Stop the engine and allow the oil to drain back
into the oil pan. Maintain the oil level between the
“H” and “L” marks on the engine oil dipstick (8).
Add oil, if necessary.

14.Close the rear door for the engine.

i00803935

Engine Valve Lash - Check
SMCS Code: 1105-025

Refer to the Service Manual for the complete
adjustment procedure for the engine valve lash.

A qualified mechanic should adjust the engine valve
lash and the fuel injector timing because special tools
and training are required.

i01323532

Fuel Injection Timing - Check
SMCS Code: 1251-531

Note: The correct fuel timing specification is
found on the Engine Information Plate. Fuel
timing specifications may vary for different engine
applications and/or for different power ratings.

A qualified mechanic should adjust the fuel injection
timing because special tools and training are
required.

Refer to the Service Manual for the complete
adjustment procedure for the fuel injection timing.
Refer to your Caterpillar dealer for the complete
adjustment procedure for the fuel injection timing.

i01303227

Fuel System Primary Filter -
Replace
SMCS Code: 1261-510-PY

NOTICE
Do not fill fuel filters with fuel before installing them.
Contaminated fuel will cause accelerated wear to fuel
system parts.

g00679607Illustration 208
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Fuel System Priming Pump - Operate

g00683300Illustration 209

Note: Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual,
“General Hazard Information” for information on
Containing Fluid Spillage.

1. Open the rear door for the engine on the back
side of the machine. Use the prop rod to hold to
hold the engine access door open. The fuel filter
is located in the engine compartment at the rear of
the machine.

g00690613Illustration 210

2. Remove the fuel filter. Inspect the fuel filter for
debris by cutting the filter open. Discard the filter
properly.

3. Clean the mounting base of the fuel filter. Remove
any part of the old seal that remains on the
mounting base of the fuel filter.

4. Coat the seal of the new fuel filter with clean
diesel fuel.

5. Install the new fuel filter by hand. When the
seal contacts the base, tighten the filter for an
additional three quarters of a turn.

6. Prime the fuel system. Refer to Operation and
Maintenance Manual, “Fuel System - Prime”.

7. Close the rear door for the engine.

i01309704

Fuel System Priming Pump -
Operate
SMCS Code: 1258-548

g00679607Illustration 211

g00683300Illustration 212

g00693833Illustration 213

Open the rear door for the engine on the back side
of the machine. Use the prop rod to hold the rear
door open.

The fuel system priming pump is located in the
engine compartment on the back side of the engine.
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Fuel System Water Separator - Drain

Note: Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual,
“General Hazard Information” for information on
Containing Fluid Spillage.

g00698141Illustration 214

1. Loosen air vent (1) on the fuel filter.

g00698148Illustration 215

2. Rotate priming pump plunger (2) in a
counterclockwise rotation. Rotate the plunger
until the plunger becomes unlocked. Operate the
priming pump plunger.

3. Tighten air vent (1) when the fuel flow is free of
air bubbles.

4. Loosen air vent (3) on the fuel injector pump.

5. Operate priming pump plunger (2). Allow the fuel
to flow until the fuel is free of air bubbles.

6. Push the plunger inward and rotate the plunger
in a clockwise motion. This motion will lock the
plunger in place.

7. Tighten vent plug (3) on the fuel injection pump.

Note: Lock the priming pump plunger before vent
plug (3) is tightened. Pressure in the fuel system
could make locking the plunger in place difficult.

i01308683

Fuel System Water Separator
- Drain
SMCS Code: 1263-543

g00679607Illustration 216

g00683300Illustration 217

Open the rear door for the engine on the back side
of the machine. Use the prop rod to hold the rear
door open.

The water separator is located on the left side of the
engine compartment on the back side of the machine.

g00697317Illustration 218
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Fuel System Water Separator Element - Replace

Note: Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual,
“General Hazard Information” for information on
Containing Fluid Spillage.

1. Loosen the drain valve on the bottom of the water
separator. Allow the water and the sediment to
drain into a suitable container.

2. Tighten the drain valve.

3. If the engine fails to start, change the fuel filter. If
there is a power loss, change the fuel filter.

4. Close the rear door for the engine.

i01308685

Fuel System Water Separator
Element - Replace
SMCS Code: 1263-510-FQ

NOTICE
Do not fill fuel filters with fuel before installing them.
Contaminated fuel will cause accelerated wear to fuel
system parts. Fuel system should be primed prior to
starting the engine.

g00679607Illustration 219

g00683300Illustration 220

1. Open the engine access door on the back side of
the machine. Use the prop rod to hold the engine
access door open. The water separator element is
located on the left side of engine compartment.

g00701726Illustration 221

2. Open the drain on the water separator bowl (1).
Allow the water and fuel to drain into a suitable
container.

3. Support the water separator element and rotate
the locking ring (2) counterclockwise. Remove the
locking ring.

4. While the water separator bowl is attached,
remove the water separator element from the
mounting base.

5. Remove the water separator bowl from the filter
element. Clean the water separator bowl and
clean the O-ring groove.

Note: The water separator bowl is reusable. Do not
discard the water separator bowl.

6. Inspect the O-ring seal of the water separator bowl
for damage. Replace the O-ring seal, if necessary.

7. Lubricate the O-ring seal with clean diesel fuel or
lubricate the O-ring seal with motor oil. Place the
O-ring seal in the water separator bowl.

8. Spin the water separator bowl onto the new filter
element by hand until the filter element is snug.
Do not use tools to tighten the filter element.

9. Install the new water separator element. Rotate
the locking ring clockwise in order to fasten the
filter to the mounting base.

10.Prime the fuel system in order to fill the water
separator element with fuel. Refer to Operation
and Maintenance Manual, “Fuel System Priming
Pump - Operate”.
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Fuel Tank Cap - Clean

i01308650

Fuel Tank Cap - Clean
SMCS Code: 1273-070-Z2

g00693151Illustration 222

Open the access door on the right side of the
machine. The fuel tank cap is located behind the
access door.

g00690728Illustration 223

1. Remove the fuel tank cap.

2. Inspect the gasket for damage. Replace the fuel
tank cap, if necessary.

3. Remove the strainer from the filler opening.

4. Inspect the strainer for damage. Replace the
strainer, if necessary.

5. Use a clean, nonflammable solvent to wash the
strainer and the fuel tank cap.

6. Install the strainer.

7. Install the fuel tank cap.

i01303425

Fuel Tank Water and Sediment
- Drain
SMCS Code: 1273-543-M&S

NOTICE
Care must be taken to ensure that fluids are contained
during performance of inspection, maintenance, test-
ing, adjusting and repair of the product. Be prepared to
collect the fluid with suitable containers before open-
ing any compartment or disassembling any compo-
nent containing fluids.

Refer to Special Publication, NENG2500, “Caterpillar
Tools and Shop Products Guide” for tools and supplies
suitable to collect and contain fluids on Caterpillar
products.

Dispose of all fluids according to local regulations and
mandates.

Note: If the water separator bowl is full on a daily
basis, drain the fuel tank on a daily basis.

g00693151Illustration 224

Open the access door on the right side of the
machine.

g00690728Illustration 225
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Hydraulic System Oil - Change

Slowly remove the fuel tank cap in order to relieve
pressure.

g00690713Illustration 226

g00690726Illustration 227

Note: Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual,
“General Hazard Information” for information on
Containing Fluid Spillage.

The fuel tank drain valve is located at the rear of the
machine underneath the machine.

Open the fuel tank drain valve. Allow the water and
sediment to drain into a suitable container. Close the
fuel tank drain valve.

i01307552

Hydraulic System Oil - Change
SMCS Code: 5095-044

Operate the machine for a few minutes in order to
warm the hydraulic system oil.

The machine should be level. Lower the bucket to the
ground and apply slight downward pressure. Engage
the parking brake and stop the engine.

The hydraulic tank filler cap is located behind the cab.

g00690927Illustration 228

1. Remove the hydraulic tank filler cap.

g00691023Illustration 229

g00692484Illustration 230

Note: Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual,
“General Hazard Information” for information on
Containing Fluid Spillage.

2. The hydraulic tank drain valve is located at the
bottom of the hydraulic tank. Open the drain valve
and allow the hydraulic oil to drain into a suitable
container.

3. Close the drain valve.
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Hydraulic System Oil Filter - Replace

4. Change the hydraulic system filter and the
hydraulic tank breather. Refer to Operation and
Maintenance Manual, “Hydraulic System Oil Filter
- Change”.

5. Fill the hydraulic system oil tank. Refer to
Operation and Maintenance Manual, “Lubricant
Viscosities” and Operation and Maintenance
Manual, “Refill Capacities”.

6. Inspect the gasket on the hydraulic tank filler cap
for damage. Replace the gasket, if necessary.

7. Install the hydraulic tank filler cap.

8. Start the engine and run the engine for a few
minutes. The brake oil indicator light should go
out. If the brake oil indicator light does not turn off,
refer to Service Manual, RENR3565-00, “Testing
& Adjusting”, “Braking System Troubleshooting”.

g00690930Illustration 231

9. Maintain the hydraulic oil level above the “ADD
COLD” mark on the sight gauge. Add oil, if
necessary.

Note: The oil must be free of bubbles. If bubbles are
present in the oil, air is entering the hydraulic system.
Inspect the suction hoses and hose clamps.

10.Stop the engine.

11. If necessary, tighten any loose clamps and any
loose connections. Replace any damaged hoses.

i01306987

Hydraulic System Oil Filter -
Replace
SMCS Code: 5068-510

g00679607Illustration 232

g00683300Illustration 233

1. The hydraulic oil filters are located on the left side
of the engine compartment. Open the rear door
for the engine on the back side of the machine.
Use the prop rod to hold the rear door open.

g00692989Illustration 234
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Hydraulic System Oil Level - Check

Note: Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual,
“General Hazard Information” for information on
Containing Fluid Spillage.

2. Remove the filter elements with a strap type
wrench.

3. Clean the filter element mounting base. Remove
any part of the filter element gasket that remains
on the filter element mounting base.

4. Apply a light coat of oil to the gasket of the new
filter element.

5. Install the new filter element by hand. When the
gasket contacts the filter element mounting base,
tighten the filter element for an additional three
quarters of a turn.

g00690930Illustration 235

g00690927Illustration 236

6. Maintain the hydraulic oil level above the “ADD
COLD” mark on the sight gauge. Add oil, if
necessary.

7. Inspect the gasket on the hydraulic tank filler cap
for damage. Replace the gasket, if necessary.

8. Install the hydraulic tank filler cap.

9. Close the rear door for the engine.

i01304202

Hydraulic System Oil Level -
Check
SMCS Code: 5095-535-FLV

Note: Check the hydraulic system oil level with the
machine on a level surface.

g00691023Illustration 237

g00690930Illustration 238

1. Open the access door on the left side of the
machine. The sight gauge is located behind the
access door. Maintain the hydraulic oil level above
the “ADD COLD” mark on the sight gauge.

g00690927Illustration 239
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Lift Arm and Cylinder Linkage - Lubricate

2. The hydraulic tank filler cap is located behind the
cab. Remove the hydraulic tank filler cap and add
hydraulic oil, if necessary.

3. Clean the hydraulic tank filler cap. Install the
hydraulic tank filler cap.

4. Close the access door.

i01298667

Lift Arm and Cylinder Linkage
- Lubricate
SMCS Code: 5102-086-BD; 6107-086-BD

Note: The use of a ladder is recommended for all
grease fittings that can not be greased from ground
level.

Wipe all of the grease fittings before you apply
lubricant.

g00688146Illustration 240

Apply lubricant to the grease fittings (1) for the frame
and for the lift arm of the machine. There is a grease
fitting for each side of the machine.

Apply lubricant to the grease fittings (2) for the head
end of the lift cylinders of the machine. There is a
grease fitting for each side of the machine.

g00688147Illustration 241

Apply lubricant to the grease fittings (3) for the rod
ends of the lift cylinders. There is a grease fitting for
each side of the machine.

There is a total of six grease fittings.

i00052234

Oil Filter - Inspect
SMCS Code: 1308-507; 3067-507; 5068-507

Inspect A Used Filter for Debris

g00100013Illustration 242

The element is shown with debris.

Use a 4C-5084 Filter Cutter to cut the filter element
open. Spread apart the pleats and inspect the
element for metal and for other debris. An excessive
amount of debris in the filter element can indicate a
possible failure.

If metals are found in the filter element, a magnet can
be used to differentiate between ferrous metals and
nonferrous metals.

Ferrous metals can indicate wear on steel parts and
on cast iron parts.
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Radiator Core - Clean

Nonferrous metals can indicate wear on the
aluminum parts of the engine such as main bearings,
rod bearings, or turbocharger bearings.

Small amounts of debris may be found in the filter
element. This could be caused by friction and by
normal wear. Consult your Caterpillar dealer in order
to arrange for further analysis if an excessive amount
of debris is found.

Using an oil filter element that is not recommended
by Caterpillar can result in severe engine damage
to engine bearings, to the crankshaft, and to other
parts. This can result in larger particles in unfiltered
oil. The particles could enter the lubricating system
and the particles could cause damage.

i01326214

Radiator Core - Clean
SMCS Code: 1353-070-KO

The radiator assembly is located on the right side
of the machine.

g00101939Illustration 243

You can use compressed air, high pressure water,
or steam to remove dust and other debris from the
radiator fins. However, the use of compressed air is
preferred.

i01326239

Seat Belt - Inspect
SMCS Code: 7327-040

Always check the condition of the seat belt and
the condition of the mounting hardware before you
operate the machine. Replace any parts that are
damaged or worn.

Inspect the seat belt for webbing that is worn or
frayed. Replace the seat belt if the seat belt is worn
or frayed.

Check the buckle for wear or for damage. If the
buckle is worn or damaged, replace the seat belt
and/or the buckle.

g00038621Illustration 244

Check the seat belt mounting hardware for wear or
for damage. If the seat belt mounting hardware is
worn or damaged, replace the seat belt mounting
hardware. Make sure that the mounting bolts are
tight.

i01303105

Steering Cylinder Bearings -
Lubricate
SMCS Code: 4303-086-BD

Wipe all grease fittings before you apply any lubricant
to the grease fittings.

g00690566Illustration 245

Apply lubricant to the grease fitting (1) for the head
end of the steering cylinder. There is a grease fitting
for each side of the machine.
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Tilt Cylinder Bearings and Bucket Linkage Bearings - Lubricate

g00690569Illustration 246

Apply lubricant to the grease fitting (2) for the rod end
of the steering cylinder. There is a grease fitting for
each side of the machine.

There is a total of four grease fittings.

i01302043

Tilt Cylinder Bearings and
Bucket Linkage Bearings -
Lubricate
SMCS Code: 5104-086-BD; 6107-086-BD

Note: The use of a ladder is recommended for all
grease fittings that can not be greased from ground
level.

Wipe all grease fittings before you apply lubricant to
the grease fittings.

g00690372Illustration 247

g00690403Illustration 248

g00690370Illustration 249

Lubricate the grease fittings for the tilt cylinder (1).

Lubricate the grease fittings for the tilt linkage (2).

There is a total of five grease fittings.

i01287166

Tire Inflation - Check
SMCS Code: 4203-535-AI

g00682105Illustration 250
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Transfer Drive (Hydrostatic) Oil - Change

Measure the tire pressure on each tire. Consult your
Caterpillar dealer for the correct load rating and for
the correct operating pressures.

Inflate the tires, if necessary. See Operation and
Maintenance Manual, “Tire Inflation with Air” or
Operation and Maintenance Manual, “Tire Inflation
with Nitrogen”.

i01298937

Transfer Drive (Hydrostatic) Oil
- Change
SMCS Code: 3159-044-OC

g00688228Illustration 251

Allow the machine to cool before you change the
hydrostatic drive oil. Oil could spray when you
remove the plug.

NOTICE
Care must be taken to ensure that fluids are contained
during performance of inspection, maintenance, test-
ing, adjusting and repair of the product. Be prepared to
collect the fluid with suitable containers before open-
ing any compartment or disassembling any compo-
nent containing fluids.

Refer to Special Publication, NENG2500, “Caterpillar
Tools and Shop Products Guide” for tools and supplies
suitable to collect and contain fluids on Caterpillar
products.

Dispose of all fluids according to local regulations and
mandates.

The hydrostatic drive box is located on the underside
of the machine.

g00688310Illustration 252

1. Remove the oil level/fill plug slowly in order to
release pressure.

g00688319Illustration 253

2. Remove the drain plug and allow the oil to drain
into a suitable container.

3. Clean the drain plug and install the drain plug.

4. Add oil until the oil is level with the bottom
of the plug threads. Refer to the Special
Publications, SEBU6250-11, “Caterpillar Machine
Fluids Recommendations” and Operation and
Maintenance Manual, “Refill Capacities”.

5. Clean the oil level/fill plug and install the oil
level/fill plug.
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Transfer Drive (Hydrostatic) Oil Level - Check

i01298806

Transfer Drive (Hydrostatic) Oil
Level - Check
SMCS Code: 3159-535-OC

g00688228Illustration 254

Allow the machine to cool before you check the
hydrostatic drive oil level. Oil could spray when you
remove the plug.

The hydrostatic drive box is located on the underside
of the machine.

g00688310Illustration 255

1. Remove the oil level/fill plug slowly in order to
release pressure. The oil should be level with the
bottom of the plug threads.

2. Add oil, if necessary. Refer to the Special
Publications, SEBU6250-11, “Caterpillar Machine
Fluids Recommendations” and Operation and
Maintenance Manual, “Refill Capacities”.

3. Clean the oil level/fill plug and install the oil
level/fill plug.

i01324366

Transfer Drive (Hydrostatic) Oil
Sample - Obtain
SMCS Code: 3159-008; 7542-008

Hot oil and hot components can cause personal
injury. Do not allow hot oil or hot components to
contact the skin.

Obtain the Sample and the Analysis
In addition to a good preventive maintenance
program, Caterpillar recommends using S·O·S oil
analysis at regular scheduled intervals in order to
monitor the condition of the differentials, and the
maintenance requirements of the differentials.

Each oil sample should be taken when the oil is warm
and when the oil is well mixed. The sample should be
taken at this time in order to ensure that the sample
is representative of the oil in the differential and the
final drives.

Obtain the S·O·S Sample

Use a 1U-5718 Vacuum Pump or use an equivalent
pump that is inserted into the sump.

To avoid contamination of the oil samples, the tools
and the supplies that are used for obtaining oil
samples must be clean.

Refer to Special Publication, PEHP6001 for more
information on obtaining a good oil sample. Consult
your Caterpillar dealer for complete information and
assistance in establishing an S·O·S program for your
differentials and final drives.

g00687915Illustration 256
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V-Belts - Inspect/Adjust/Replace

1. Remove the dipstick/fill plug for the front
differential. Obtain an oil sample in a suitable
container.

2. Replace the dipstick/fill plug for the front
differential. Seal the container and label the
container. Send the sample to your Caterpillar
dealer for analysis.

g00687941Illustration 257

3. Remove the dipstick/fill plug for the rear
differential. Obtain an oil sample in a suitable
container.

4. Replace the dipstick/fill plug for the rear differential.
Seal the container and label the container. Send
the sample to your Caterpillar dealer for analysis.

i01315268

V-Belts - Inspect/Adjust/
Replace
SMCS Code: 1357-025; 1357-040; 1357-510;
1359-025-BE; 1359-040-BE; 1359-510-BE;
1361-025-BE; 1361-040-BE; 1361-510-BE;
1405-025-BE; 1405-040-BE; 1405-510-BE;
7320-025-BE; 7320-040-BE; 7320-510-BE

Alternator Belts

g00679607Illustration 258

g00683300Illustration 259

1. Open the rear door for the engine on the back
side of the machine. Use the prop rod to hold the
rear door open. The alternator is located in the
engine compartment.
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V-Belts - Inspect/Adjust/Replace

g00696712Illustration 260

2. Inspect the condition of the alternator belts (3)
and the adjustment of the alternator belts. The
alternator belts should deflect 14 to 20 mm
(0.55 to 0.79 inch) under 110 N (25 lb) of force.

3. Loosen mounting bolt (1). Loosen adjusting bolt
(2).

g00696721Illustration 261

4. Loosen nut (4).

5. Move the alternator until the correct tension is
reached.

6. Tighten adjusting bolt (2). Tighten the mounting
bolt (1).

7. Tighten nut (4).

8. Recheck the belt deflection. If the amount of
deflection is incorrect, repeat Step 3 to Step 7.

9. Close the rear door for the engine.

Air Conditioner Belt (If Equipped)

g00679607Illustration 262

g00683300Illustration 263

1. Open the rear door for the engine on the back
side of the machine. Use the prop rod to hold the
rear door open.

g00696765Illustration 264

2. Inspect the condition of the air conditioner belt (2)
and the adjustment of the air conditioner belt. The
air conditioner belt should deflect 14 to 20 mm
(0.55 to 0.79 inch) under 110 N (25 lb) of force.

3. Loosen the mounting bolt (1). Loosen the adjusting
bolt (3).
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Walk-Around Inspection

4. Move the pulley assembly (4) until the correct
tension is reached.

5. Tighten the adjusting bolt (3). Tighten the mounting
bolt (1).

6. Recheck the belt deflection. If the amount of
deflection is incorrect, repeat Step 3 to Step 5.

7. Close the rear door for the engine.

i01270577

Walk-Around Inspection
SMCS Code: 7000-040

Note: Inspect the machine for leaks. If leaks are
observed, find the source of the leak and correct the
leak. If leaks are suspected, check the fluid levels
more frequently than the recommended intervals.
If leaks are observed, check the fluid levels more
frequently than the recommended intervals.

g00675636Illustration 265

Inspect the bucket (6) for damage and for excessive
wear. Inspect the linkage (5) for damage and for
excessive wear. Tighten any loose retaining bolts for
the linkage pins. Repair the bucket or the linkage, if
necessary.

Inspect the lights (4) for broken bulbs and for broken
lenses. Replace the bulbs or lenses, if necessary.

Inspect the engine compartment (2) for trash buildup.
Remove any trash buildup that is in the engine
compartment.

Inspect the cooling system for leaks, for faulty hoses,
and for trash buildup. Correct any leaks and remove
any trash from the radiator (1).

Inspect the belts for the engine attachments (10) for
worn belts, for cracked edges or for frayed edges.
Replace any damaged belts.

Inspect the hydraulic system for leaks. Inspect the
hydraulic tank (9), cylinder rod seals, hoses and
tubes. Also inspect plugs, couplings and fittings.
Correct any leaks.

Inspect the axles (8) for leaks. Inspect the front
differential for leaks and the rear differential for leaks.

Inspect the tires (7) for damage and for proper
inflation. Replace any missing valve caps.

Make sure that the access covers and the guards are
secured. Inspect the access covers for damage and
the guards for damage.

Inspect the steps, walkways and handholds (3).
These objects must be clean. Also, these objects
must be in good condition. Inspect the cab for
damage. Notify your Caterpillar dealer for repairs, if
necessary. Tighten any loose bolts on the cab.

Inspect the tail lights (11). Replace the bulbs or
lenses, if necessary.

Inspect the operator’s compartment for cleanliness.
Keep the operator’s compartment clean.

Adjust the rearview mirrors for best visibility.

i01322901

Wheel Nut Torque - Check
SMCS Code: 4210-535

g00699751Illustration 266

Check the torque on new wheels or on repaired
wheels after every ten service hours until the
specified torque is maintained.

Put a drop of oil on all wheel studs before the wheels
are reassembled.

Torque the nuts to 300 ± 40 N·m (221 ± 30 lb ft). Then
turn nuts by an additional 60 ± 5 degrees. Use a star
pattern when you torque the nuts.
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Windows - Clean

Check the nuts on all four wheels.

i01280496

Windows - Clean
SMCS Code: 7310-070

Note: Do not use the front fender as a step. The
windows must be cleaned from the ground .

g00678899Illustration 267

Use commercially available window cleaning
solutions in order to clean the windows. Clean the
outside of the windows from the ground. This is the
recommended method.

i01278980

Window Washer Reservoir -
Fill
SMCS Code: 7306-544

NOTICE
When operating in freezing temperatures, use
Caterpillar nonfreezing window washer solvent or
equivalent. System damage can result from freezing.

g00678368Illustration 268

The window washer reservoir is located on the right
side of the machine behind the cab.

g00678369Illustration 269

Open the access door on the top side of the machine.
Fill the reservoir with window washer solvent.

i01323520

Window Wipers -
Inspect/Replace
SMCS Code: 7305-040; 7305-510

Inspect the condition of the window wiper blades.
Replace the window wiper blades if the window wiper
blades are worn or damaged. If the window wiper
blades streak the window, replace the window wiper
blades.
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Reference Materials

Reference Information
Section

Reference Materials
i01324489

Caterpillar Reference Material
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

The following literature can be obtained from any
Caterpillar dealer:

• Special Publication, PEHP6046, “Product Data
Sheet for Caterpillar Diesel Engine Oils (DEO)”
CG-4 engine oils (North America and Australia)

• Special Publication, PEHP7041, “Product Data
Sheet for Caterpillar Diesel Engine Oils (DEO)”
CG-4 engine oils (International markets)

• Special Publication, LEDQ7315, “CG-4 Oil The
Preferred Oil for Caterpillar Engines”

• Special Publication, PEHP6047, “Product Data
Sheet for Caterpillar Biodegradable Hydraulic Oil
(BIO HYDO)”

• Special Publication, PEHP7508, “Product Data
Sheet for Caterpillar Gear Oil (GO)”

• Special Publication, PEHP0005, “Product Data
Sheet for Caterpillar Hydraulic Oil (HYDO)”

• Special Publication, PEHP3050, “Product Data
Sheet for Caterpillar Multipurpose Tractor Oil
(MTO)”

• Special Publication, PEHP7506, “Product Data
Sheet for Caterpillar Transmission/Drive Train Oil
(TDTO)”

• Special Publication, NEHP5621, “How To Select
The Right Grease For Any Job”

• Special Publication, PEHP0003, “Product Data
Sheet for Multipurpose Lithium Complex Grease
(MPG)”

• Special Publication, PEHP0002, “Product Data
Sheet for Multipurpose Lithium Complex Grease
with Molybdenum (MPGM)”

• Special Publication, PEHP0017, “Product Data
Sheet for Special Purpose Grease (SPG) Bearing
Lubricant”

• Special Publication, PECP6028, “One Safe
Source”

• Special Publication, SEBD0518, “Know Your
Cooling System”

• Special Publication, SEBD0970, “Coolant and Your
Engine”

• Special Publication, SEBD0717, “Diesel Fuels and
Your Engine”

• Special Instruction, SEHS9031, “Storage
Procedure for Caterpillar Products”

• Operation and Maintenance Manual, SEBU5898,
“Cold Weather Recommendations”

• Operation and Maintenance Manual, SEBU6310,
“EMA Lubricating Oils Data Book For Engines”

• Special Publication, SEBD0640, “Oil and Your
Engine”

• Operation and Maintenance Manual, SEBU6250,
“Caterpillar Machine Lubricant Recommendations”

• Operation and Maintenance Manual, SEBU7350,
“Emissions Control Warranty Information”

• Safety Manual, SEBU5614

• Service Manual, RENR3550

• Parts Manual, SEBP3098 (S/N: AKR0001-Up)

Operation and Maintenance Manuals are available
in other languages. Consult your Caterpillar dealer
for information about obtaining these Operation and
Maintenance Manuals.

i00059671

Additional Reference Material
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

ASTM D2896, “TBN Measurements” This can
normally be obtained from your local technological
society, from your local library, or from your local
college.

SAE J313, “Diesel Fuels” This can be found in the
SAE handbook. Also, this publication can be obtained
from your local technological society, from your local
library, or from your local college.

SAE J754, “Nomenclature” This can normally be
found in the SAE handbook.
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Reference Materials

SAE J183, “Classification” This can normally be
found in the SAE handbook.

Engine Manufacturers Association Lubricating Oils
Data Book

Engine Manufacturers Association
401 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois, USA 60611
(312) 644-6610

i00038738

Machine Decommissioning
and Disposal
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

Machine decommissioning and machine disposal
will vary with local regulations. Consult the nearest
Caterpillar dealer for additional information.

i00172344

Warranty Information
SMCS Code: 1000; 7000

Emissions Warranty
The engine in this machine may be certified and
maybe covered by an emissions warranty. Refer to
Operation and Maintenance Manual, SEBU7066,
“Federal Emissions Control Warranty Information”.
This publication will provide a detailed explanation of
the emissions warranty that is applicable to certified
engines. A certified engine will have a special label
of certification. A Caterpillar dealer can inform you
if the engine is certified.
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Index

A

Accelerator Control................................................ 34
Additional Reference Material .............................. 114
After Starting Engine ............................................. 43
Air Conditioner - Test ............................................. 71
Air Inlet Heater Starting Aid ................................... 22
Alert Indicators....................................................... 22
Alternate Exit ......................................................... 32
Articulation Bearings - Lubricate............................ 71
Axle Oscillation Bearings - Lubricate..................... 72

B

Backup Alarm - Test .............................................. 72
Backup Alarm (If Equipped)................................... 27
Battery - Inspect .................................................... 73
Battery - Recycle ................................................... 73
Battery Disconnect Switch (If Equipped) ............... 21
Battery Electrolyte Level - Check .......................... 74
Battery, Battery Cable or Battery Disconnect Switch -
Replace................................................................ 74
Before Operating Machine..................................... 13
Before Starting Engine .................................... 13, 39
Brake Discs - Check .............................................. 75
Braking System - Test............................................ 76
Secondary Brake Holding Ability Test ................ 76
Service Brake Holding Ability Test ..................... 76

Bucket Cutting Edges - Inspect/Replace............... 77
Bucket Lift Kickout ................................................. 50
Bucket Loading from a Bank ................................. 49
Bucket Loading from a Stockpile ........................... 48
Bucket Loading Hauling Units ............................... 49
Bucket Pivot Pin - Lubricate .................................. 78
Bucket Positioner................................................... 50
Bucket Rated Load................................................ 17
Bucket Tips - Inspect/Replace............................... 78
Bucket Wear Plates - Inspect/Replace .................. 79
Bulldozing and Dumping........................................ 47
Bulldozing .......................................................... 47
Dumping............................................................. 47

Burn Prevention....................................................... 9
Batteries............................................................. 10
Coolant................................................................. 9
Oils....................................................................... 9

C

Cab Air Filter - Clean/Replace............................... 79
Clean Filters....................................................... 79

Cab Door ............................................................... 31
Cab Structure - Inspect.......................................... 80
Caterpillar Reference Material.............................. 114
Changing Speed and Direction.............................. 45

Circuit Breakers and Fuses - Reset/Replace ........ 80
Circuit Breakers Reset ....................................... 80
Fuse Replacement............................................. 81

Cooling System Coolant (DEAC) - Change........... 82
Cooling System Coolant (ELC) - Change.............. 84
Flushing a Standard Coolant From the Cooling
System ............................................................. 84
Flushing the Extended Life Coolant From the
Cooling System................................................ 84

Cooling System Coolant Additive (DEAC) - Add ... 84
Liquid Supplemental Coolant Additive ............... 84

Cooling System Coolant Extender (ELC) - Add..... 85
Cooling System Level - Check .............................. 86
Cooling System Water Temperature Regulator -
Clean/Replace ..................................................... 86
Crushing Prevention and Cutting Prevention .......... 9

D

Differential and Final Drive Oil - Change ............... 88
Differential and Final Drive Oil Level - Check........ 89
Direction Control.................................................... 35
Direction Control Lever ...................................... 35

Directional Turn Signal and Hazard Flasher
Control ................................................................. 26
Drive Shaft Spline - Lubricate................................ 89
Drive Shaft Universal Joints - Lubricate ................ 90

E

Electrical Storm Injury Prevention ......................... 12
Engine Air Filter Primary Element - Clean/
Replace................................................................ 90
Engine Air Filter Secondary Element - Replace .... 91
Engine Air Filter Service Indicator -
Inspect/Replace................................................... 92
Engine Crankcase Breather - Clean...................... 93
Engine Oil and Filter - Change .............................. 94
Engine Oil Level - Check....................................... 93
Engine Start Switch ............................................... 21
Engine Starting ................................................ 13, 41
Engine Valve Lash - Check ................................... 97
Equipment Lowering with Engine Stopped...... 14, 52
Excavating with Bucket.......................................... 48

F

Fire Extinguisher Location ...................................... 11
Fire Prevention and Explosion Prevention ............ 10
Ether .................................................................. 10
Fire Extinguisher ................................................ 10
Lines, Tubes and Hoses .................................... 10
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Foreword ................................................................. 5
California Proposition 65 Warning ....................... 4
Caterpillar Product Identification Number ............ 5
Certified Engine Maintenance.............................. 4
Literature Information........................................... 4
Machine Capacity ................................................ 5
Maintenance ........................................................ 4
Operation ............................................................. 4
Safety................................................................... 4

Fuel Injection Timing - Check ................................ 97
Fuel System Primary Filter - Replace.................... 97
Fuel System Priming Pump - Operate................... 98
Fuel System Water Separator - Drain ................... 99
Fuel System Water Separator Element -
Replace.............................................................. 100
Fuel Tank Cap - Clean......................................... 101
Fuel Tank Water and Sediment - Drain ............... 101

G

Gauges.................................................................. 23
General Hazard Information .................................... 7
Asbestos Information ........................................... 8
Fluid Penetration.................................................. 8
Pressure Air ......................................................... 8
Trapped Pressure ................................................ 8

General Torque Information................................... 59

H

Heating and Air Conditioning Control .................... 27
Air Conditioner Switch (If Equipped) .................. 27
Fan Control ........................................................ 27
Heating and Air Conditioning System
Operation ......................................................... 28
Temperature Control .......................................... 28

Horn....................................................................... 26
Hydraulic Hand Control (Joystick) ......................... 37
Hydraulic Hand Control (Single Function Lever) ... 36
Hydraulic Hand Control (Two Joysticks)................ 37
Hydraulic Lever Lock Control ................................ 38
Hydraulic System Oil - Change ........................... 102
Hydraulic System Oil Filter - Replace.................. 103
Hydraulic System Oil Level - Check .................... 104

I

Important Safety Information ................................... 2

L

Leaving the Machine ............................................. 53
Lift Arm and Cylinder Linkage - Lubricate ........... 105
Lifting and Tying Down the Machine...................... 54
Lifting Capacities ................................................... 19
Light Switches ....................................................... 24
Lighter.................................................................... 31

Lubricant Viscosities.............................................. 66
Lubricant Viscosities and Refill Capacities ............ 66

M

Machine Adjustments ............................................ 50
Machine Controls................................................... 33
Machine Decommissioning and Disposal............. 115
Machine General Information ................................ 16
Machine Operation .......................................... 13, 44
Machine Operation Information ............................. 44
Machine Parking.............................................. 14, 51
Maintenance Interval Schedule ............................. 70
Maintenance Parts................................................. 68
Maintenance Parts List .......................................... 68
Maintenance Section............................................. 59
Mirror ..................................................................... 30
Model View Illustrations......................................... 17
Monitoring Systems and Cab Features ................. 21
Mounting and Dismounting.............................. 12, 40
Alternate Exit................................................ 12, 40

O

Oil Filter - Inspect ................................................ 105
Inspect A Used Filter for Debris ....................... 105

Operating Technique Information .......................... 47
Typical Examples............................................... 47

Operating Techniques............................................ 47
Operation Section.................................................. 21

P

Parking Brake........................................................ 46
Parking Brake Control ........................................... 33
Parking Brake Manual Release............................. 58
Product Identification Information .......................... 20
Product Identification Number and Serial Number
Locations ............................................................. 20
Product Information Section .................................. 16

R

Radiator Core - Clean.......................................... 106
Reference Information Section ............................. 114
Reference Materials ............................................. 114
Refill Capacities..................................................... 67
Roading the Machine............................................. 54

S

S·O·S Scheduled Fluid Sampling .......................... 64
Safety Section ......................................................... 6
Safety Signs and Labels.......................................... 6
Sampling Interval and Location of Sampling
Valve .................................................................... 64
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Seat ....................................................................... 28
Seat Adjustment and Seat Belt Inspection ............ 40
Seat Belt ................................................................ 29
Extension for the Seat Belt ................................ 30
Fasten the Seat Belt .......................................... 29
Release the Seat Belt ........................................ 30
Seat Belt Adjustment ......................................... 29

Seat Belt - Inspect ............................................... 106
Service Brake Control............................................ 34
Inching Mode ..................................................... 34

Shipping the Machine............................................ 54
Sound Information and Vibration Information ........ 15
Sound Level for Enclosed Cab .......................... 15
Vibration Level ................................................... 15

Specifications and Model Views ............................ 17
Speed Control........................................................ 35
Standard Torque for Constant Torque Hose
Clamps................................................................. 60
Standard Torque for Inch Fasteners ...................... 59
Standard Torque for Metric Fasteners ................... 60
Standard Torque for Worm Drive Band Hose
Clamps................................................................. 60
Starting Above 0°C (32°F)..................................... 41
Starting Below 0°C (32°F) with Thermal Starting
Aid........................................................................ 41
Starting with Jump Start Cables ............................ 42
Use of Jump Start Cables .................................. 42

Steering Column Tilt Control ................................. 36
Steering Control..................................................... 36
Steering Cylinder Bearings - Lubricate................ 106
Steering Frame Lock ....................................... 15, 38
Stopping the Engine .............................................. 51
Stopping the Engine if an Electrical Malfunction
Occurs ................................................................. 51
Stopping the Machine............................................ 51

T
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Product and Dealer Information
Note: For product identification plate locations, see the section “Product Identification Information” in the Operation
and Maintenance Manual.

Delivery Date:

Product Information
Model:

Product Identification Number:

Engine Serial Number:

Transmission Serial Number:

Generator Serial Number:

Attachment Serial Numbers:

Attachment Information:

Customer Equipment Number:

Dealer Equipment Number:

Dealer Information
Name: Branch:

Address:

Dealer Contact Phone Number Hours

Sales:

Parts:

Service:
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